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Contents
Following the success ofPeople
Management’s 50Over 50 list a few years
ago, it seemed only fair to concentrate on
a different section of the age spectrum.
So I’m delighted to introduce our
30Under 30 in this issue, chosen
from a swathe of nominations as those
who best display skill and talent, an
understanding of the profession and
embody theCIPD’s values. Keep an eye
out, because you’re bound to see even
bigger things from thembefore long.
Eleanor WhitehouseEditor
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Peter Cheese
Chief executive

Theunpredictability of events
Welcome
from the CIPD
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what interventions are
needed, and their role
in all these issues is
part of howwe share
the responsibilities
for change.
As I have said

many times, this is
an extraordinary
time to be in our
profession.We are at
the heart of business,
and at the heart of

understanding and shaping the future
of work and organisations.Wemake a
difference to people’s lives, their wellbeing,

their growth, and to how organisations
survive and thrive. As we too struggle with

the current challenges in recruitment and
retention in our own teams, we need to
inspire those coming into the profession and

into our organisations, and to give them the

opportunities to make a difference. Purpose

is a strongmotivator.
And we also need to apply the same

principles to recruitment that we encourage

others to think about. How we recruit on
attitude as well as aptitude, potential as
well as past experience, and how we really

put inclusion and diversity at the heart of

our outreach.
In this issue of People Management, we

celebrate HR’s 30 under 30 – the HR and

L&D practitioners who are already carving

a path in their journey to champion better

work and working lives.The pandemic has

created a turbulent start to their careers,
but the unique experience gained in this
time has equipped them with an incredible

skill set and insights beyond their years.
This will prove essential as our profession
helps to build the new world of work.
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Despite recruitment strugg
les,

HRneeds to inspire thosec
oming

into theprofessionandhelp

themtomakeadifference

Recruitment and retention are top of the list

of immediate concerns for many organisations,

but we are also all finding ourselves in times

of significant political uncertainty. Trust in

political leadership is being damaged, and
opinions on the important issues of our time

are becomingmore polarised and entrenched.

This year may well be a year of more protest,

particularly as individual circumstances for

many will be harder.
All this has to place an even greater

emphasis on creating open and inclusive
cultures within our organisations. As we push

for greater diversity, we have to ensure that

people feel safe to speak up and to express

their views and concerns, while at the same

time being clear on principles and what we

see as acceptable or unacceptable behaviours.

Leaders have to be comfortable themselves in

setting the tone and not being too afraid they

may say the ‘wrong thing’. In open cultures,

we all learn from each other.
Our profession has always been interesting

because it has to understand and balance the

needs and expectations of the workforce with

those of the business – and it’s not always an

easy balancing act. Almost everyone will have

an opinion on howHRdoes things, and sadly

HR can also be seen as a scapegoat when things

are not working out. Toxic cultures, shortfalls

in recruitment or high staff turnover, or poor

performance or productivity can all be laid at

HR’s door. And, of course, these are some of the

biggest issues we wrestle with, but cannot be

solved byHR alone. Providing the evidence and

the insights tomanagers about what is working,

As the then primeminister HaroldMacmillan was

reported to have replied in the late 1950s when

asked what was the hardest thing he,d had to deal

with in office: “events, dear boy, events”. It remains

a very apposite remark as we look around us today.

While in most countries, pandemic restrictions

are lifting, the shadow fromCovid will be with

us for a long time, whether on hospital waiting

lists or in economic recovery.

p24
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BethanMcAulay
Recruitment
specialist at
TelespazioUK

As recruitment
specialist, Bethan is in
charge of identifying
skilled candidates for
technical roles in highly sought-after fields

.

Her nominator says she has learned abou
t

the business’s STEM skills and gender

diversity difficulties quickly, putting a

stronger focus on diversifying its

recruitment process and external and

internal messaging. She has also used he
r

role to champion stronger diversity within

the industry, and supports those in

under-represented areas to progress

internally by supporting their confidence
.

DanielAnderson-Poore,
AssocCIPD
HRadvisoratVistryPartnerships

During his four years in HR, Daniel has

already progressed to HR advisor. He

spearheaded improvements to his forme
r

employer’s onboarding process, as well

as driving engagement through

fundraising efforts. He currently support
s

HR activity among 600 employees, led
a review of the firm’s
family-friendly policies
and is driving several
inclusion and diversity
initiatives. Outside
work, Daniel runs a
mentoring scheme
with the CIPD’s
Wessex branch.

A
s we reach amilestone two years
since the Covid pandemic first
gripped theUK, the past 24
months have been tough for all
of us, but young people have

arguably had it especially difficult. In
September 2020,Office forNational
Statistics (ONS) data revealed the
number of 16- to 24-year-olds in
employment fell by 156,000 in the three
months to July 2020, and in April 2021,
a Resolution Foundation report found
the unemployment rate among 18- to
24-year-olds jumped 18 per cent between
the second and third quarters of 2020.
More latterly, an Institute for

Employment Studies (IES) report from
November 2021 found that almost
two-thirds (62 per cent) of people aged
16 to 24 said the pandemic hadmade
it harder to find high-quality work.
There were also significant reductions in
apprenticeship starts, graduate schemes
and work experience placements at the
onset of the crisis.
To that end, PeopleManagement

is proud to introduce the inaugural
HR 30Under 30 – a list of the best
and brightest youngHR and L&D
practitioners set to become the
next generation of leaders within
the profession. Nominated by either
themselves or a colleague, they are
individuals who demonstrate talent and
skill in their roles and an understanding
of the profession and its place within
organisations; show promise to lead the
next generation ofHR professionals;
and embody theCIPD’s professional
principles:WorkMatters, PeopleMatter
and ProfessionalismMatters.
From a significant number of

nominations, the final list has
been hand-picked by thePeople
Management editorial team as those
who best meet the criteria above.
Congratulations to them all.
✶ TheCIPDstudentconference is beingheld

online

onSaturday2April 2020, and is free to att
end for

studentmembers.Tofindoutmoreand re
gister toattend,

visitcipd.co.uk/studentconf
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Chloe Jordan, Assoc CIPD

HeadofHRandchangeat Fosters

FuneralDirectors

Nominatedbynot onebut twoof her

colleagues,Chloe joined the companyas

anHRassistant fresh fromuniversity in

2019andhas since carried out “intricate”

casework thatmanyof her seniors have

not. Aswell as redesigning theculture,

Chloehas rolledout a newsuiteof policies

andguided thebusiness througha long

periodof change. Thanks to her recent

promotion, shenowsits aspart of the

senior leadership team.According to one

of her nominators, she is “phenomenal”.
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DustinHafki,
AssocCIPD
Business consultant,
people and research
atPeopleSpark
Solutions

Dustin joined the newly

formed company on an internship in June

2020 before being offered a permanent

role. He already has a range of diverse wo
rk

under his belt, including leading a team of

organisational experts to help a client

becomemore customer focused. Dustin
is

a champion of Generation Z, and his

research was recently shared at the CIPD
’s

Northern Conference. Business owner

Scott Smith says clients specifically

request Dustin’s service, and that he has

a bright future ahead.

AbiolaBello,AssocCIPD

InterimheadofHRatUBLUK

Abiola has overcome several challenges
in

her lifetime, including being diagnosed

with retinoblastoma (cancer of the retina
)

aged one and not being expected to see

her fifth birthday. After other setbacks, a
t

19 she began an HR apprenticeship, and

has since completed her Level 5 CIPD

qualification and aMaster’s in HR, and th
is

year plans to undertake

an LLM in employment

law. She sees herself
as successful because

of what she’s gone
through and because
she’s defied odds,
not just because of
her job title.

CharlotteSeymour
HRadvisoratSt
BarnabasHospices

Charlotte wasmade
redundant from her
previous role due to
Covid, and in the year
since she joined St
Barnabas has grown in confidence,

according to her nominator. As one of on
ly

two advisors supporting 500 employees
,

ranging from clinical staff to retail workers,

Charlotte is exposed to all HR-related

functions, yet takes even challenging wor
k

in her stride and isn’t afraid to go the extr
a

mile. Nowmanaging two recently appoin
ted

HR apprentices, Charlotte’s energy,

commitment and innovative thinking

ensure she is an excellent role model.

Meet People
Management’s hand-
picked selection of
HR’s rising stars
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{Recruitment}

Insecure
workrifefor
under-25s
The coronavirus pandemic
has been a rollercoaster
for young people in the
workforce. Early in the crisis,
they were one of the groups
most likely to bemade
unemployed, but they were
also one of fastest to bounce
back into employment when
the economy opened up again
– filling roles in the booming
events and hospitality sector.
The unemployment rate

for 18- to 24-year-olds fell
to 9.8 per cent in the three
months toNovember 2021,
below the pre-pandemic
unemployment rate of
10.5 per cent.
But, young people going

back to work after a period
of worklessness during the
pandemic are far more likely
to be in insecure or irregular
work than their peers
who worked throughout,
according to a report from
the Resolution Foundation.
The think tank, which

polled 6,100 adults,
found that young people
aged between 18 and 24
who lost their jobs or
were furloughed during
either of the two national
lockdowns were almost
three times more likely
to be in ‘atypical’ roles
on their return to work
compared to their peers
who worked throughout.
This included being

on temporary contracts,
zero-hours contracts, agency
work or working a job with
variable hours.

{Health&wellbeing}

Personal issuesgoundiscussed
Somework conversations will
always be awkward. Talking
to your boss about pay is rarely
a pleasant experience, and for
many, office small talk can feel
like pulling teeth. But some
conversations are too important
not to have –which is why
experts are concernedwith
research revealing themajority
of employees are not comfortable
talking about a range of personal issues with
their linemanagers.
A poll by BHSF ofmore than 2,000

UK employees who had beenworking
remotely during the pandemic found that
just 41 per cent would raisemental health
concerns with themanager. Even fewer
said theywould feel comfortable discussing
physical health problems (36 per cent),
financial concerns (28 per cent) or issues
around grief (22 per cent).
Perhaps these findings aren’t surprising.

But, says RuthWilkinson, head of health
and safety at the Institution ofOccupational
Safety andHealth (IOSH), there are still

things business leaders can do
tomake it easier for their staff.
“Creating aworkplace that’smental-
health-friendly has to start from
the top.There has to be a clear
direction shown by those running
a business if there’s going to be
sustained positive change”, she says,
adding there is currently a lack of
understanding and training needed
to provide proper support.

The report also found that half (50 per
cent) of employees polled said they had
not received health andwellbeing support
from their employer during the pandemic.
Similarly, 45 per cent said they had negative
feelings about returning towork, including
9 per cent whowere ‘deeply concerned’
about their return.
And just 5 per cent of respondents said

their employer had put in extra employee
support services to help staff return to a
more normal working pattern, compared
to three-quarters (73 per cent) who said
their employer had not. (Another 22 per
cent said they didn’t know.)
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Thismonthwe’ve learned...

“Creatinga
workplace
that’smental-
health-friendly
hastostart
fromthetop”

Whilemanyemployersare
making redundancies, some
arehoping to recruit staffby
theendof theyear

The big lesson

ThemajorityofU
Kemployeesare

nothappy talkin
gaboutmental o

r

physical healthp
roblemsatwork
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Living through a pandemic
is undoubtedly stressful,
but could employers be
making it far worse? A
recent poll has suggested
they could, and that it’s
hurting productivity.
The survey of 2,200 UK

employees by Champion
Health found that two-
thirds (67 per cent) were
experiencing moderate to
high levels of stress.The
same poll found that more
than a quarter (28 per cent)

had seen their
productivity
negatively
impacted
because
of stress
within
the last
two
years.

Employers are finding it
difficult to close both their
ethnicity and gender pay
gaps, despite firms supporting
efforts to improve equality.
A report fromMercer, which
polled 130UK employers,
found that three-quarters (75
per cent) disagreedwith the
government’s decision to pause
gender pay gap reporting in
2020 because of the pandemic,
while a similar proportion
(74 per cent) said they
continued their commitment
to inclusion in spite of the
suspension.However, despite

this support, almost half (49
per cent) of respondents said
they saw little or no year-on-
year progress when it came to
reducing their gender pay gap
between 2019 and 2020.
Michelle Sequeira,

diversity, equity and inclusion
consulting leader atMercer
UK, urged employers to “look
beyond their pay gaps”. In
addition to collecting data,
she encouraged employers
to “widen the
pools from
which they
recruit” and
to take steps
to reduce
unconscious
bias.

{Government policy}

‘Levellingup’plansout
Thegovernment has been
talking about ‘levelling up’ the
UK for years – the phrase was
first used by theConservative
party in its 2019manifesto.
Finally, in a long-anticipated
white paper unveiled by
MichaelGove, the newly
minted levelling up secretary,
the government has tried to
explainwhat ‘levelling up’
actually looks like.
Themore than 300-word

white paper outlines plans to
increase the number of adults
receiving high-quality skills
training by 2030, with an
aim of 80,000more people

completing courses in the
lowest-skilled areas. It also
includes plans to roll outmore
Local Skills Improvement
Plans (LSIPs) across England
following a pilot last year.
But the proposal received

mixed reviews frombusinesses
–many of whom lamented
the absence of apprenticeship
levy reform.However,
AmandaMacKenzieOBE,
chief executive of Business
in theCommunity (BITC),
said: “The levelling up agenda
is everyone’s agenda, andwe
all want to play our part to
make it work.”

Managing expectations and
being honest is a crucial part
of ensuring new hires stay
with a company. And that’s
exactly what one building
firm did when it advertised
that a job was “hard work so
snowflakes need not apply”.
AdamWeedon, owner

of Kent-based Ad-A-Brick
Building Services, told the
DailyMail he added the
disclaimer to the listing,
which was posted on the
firm’s social media, because
previous labourers he had
hired were “not fitting the

bill” because they were
“workshy”, and “wanted their
mummy to pamper them”.
“I’ve had 10 people over

the course of a year.They all
love their phones toomuch
and find the work, such as
pushing a wheelbarrow,
laying slabs and doing
drives and pathways, too
hard,” he told the paper,
adding that he knew of
other builders who were also
struggling to find labourers
and that the decision to
write the advert had been
“bubbling for a while”.

{Pay&benefits}

Paygap
struggles

Additionally, more than
half of employees said they
felt fatigued, and a similar
number (53 per cent)
reported that tiredness was
impacting their productivity
at work.Workload, a lack of
control and less support were
the most commonly cited
causes of workplace stress.
These findings should

be a “wake-up call” for
employers to take wellbeing
and mental health seriously,
says Harry Bliss, CEO of
Champion Health. “We are
seeing a workforce feeling
the huge effects of the
changes to workplaces and
the heightening expectations
placed upon them as
individuals,” he says, calling
for a significant increase in
the amount companies invest
in their wellbeing strategies.

{Health&wellbeing}

Workstresscausing
productivitydrop

{Recruitment}

“Workshysnowflakes
neednotapply”

Afrustratedbus
inessowner

was forced tosp
ell outhisneed

for staffwhoare
willing toworkha

rd
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Apprenticeship levy:
will we ever see skills
training reform?
Changes to the scheme could be the answer to the skills shorta

ge, but it was

conspicuous by its absence from the government’s levelling upwhite paper
WORDSCAITLIN POWELL

Apprenticeship levy: 

Having reskilled since theb
and’s

heyday, formerBlurbassist
Alex

James isnowasuccessful

cheesemakerand runsa foo
d

festival onhis farm
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”Investment
inskills
hasnever
beenmore
important”

News& analysis

T
he government’s long-awaited white
paper for ‘levelling up’ the UK landed
to a muted response in early February.
Proposals to increase the availability of
high-quality skills training were largely
welcomed – if met with scepticism over

whether the available funding was sufficient.
But there was one key policy notable by its
absence: the apprenticeship levy. The 300-page
white paper is nothing but “tinkering at the
edges” without reform of the levy system, explains
Kate Shoesmith, deputy CEO of the Recruitment
& Employment Confederation (REC).

And it’s a sentiment shared by many employers:
a survey of 500 HR professionals, conducted
by Survation on behalf of London First,
revealed that less than one in five (17 per cent)
employers felt the levy was currently
working well. The same poll found
that almost half (48 per cent) had
returned unspent apprenticeship
levy funding.

The levy system was
introduced in 2017 to
improve the provision
of apprenticeships as an
alternative to university,
and employers with a payroll
bill of more than £3m annually
are required to pay 0.5 per
cent of that bill into the scheme,
which the government then tops up
by 10 per cent.

Employers can use that fund to pay for
accredited apprenticeship courses, and larger
employers are also allowed to spend some of their
funds in their supply chain. Funds that aren’t used
by the employer within two years expire
and are passed back to the government.
However, according to the London First
poll, a third (35 per cent) of businesses
felt that the apprenticeship levy funds
could be better used if the deadline for
spending levy funds was extended from
two to three years.

The same percentage said the levy
would be more useful if employers were
allowed to use some of the levy to contribute
towards the wage costs of new apprentices,
while 35 per cent again said employers should
be incentivised to convert Kickstart placements
into apprenticeships.

“Against the current backdrop of skills
shortages, failing to reform the apprenticeship
levy continues to hold back employer investment
in skills at a time when this has never been more

important,” says Lizzie Crowley, senior skills
policy adviser at the CIPD. The professional
body’s own analysis also suggests that the levy
in its current form isn’t working for employers
and, in some cases, is actually harming businesses’
ability to invest in skills more broadly.

Instead, Crowley suggests the levy urgently
needs reform into a “more flexible skills levy”
to allow employers to invest in a wider range of
accredited training – which is often a much less
expensive and more effective and flexible way to
upskill and reskill existing employees.

Nicola Inge, employment and skills director
at Business in the Community (BITC), echoes
Crowley’s calls for reform: “The apprenticeship
levy needs flexibility if it is to meet the evolving

needs of employers and workers in today’s
post-Covid workplace,” she says.

“Businesses need this flexibility
to upskill their current and

future employees, and the
levy should have the flexibility
for employers to increase
their investment in these
skills.” Inge also advises that
there needs to be specific
focus through the levy for
creating more accessible

pathways to employment.
BITC is not alone in its

reservations: HR consultant
Gemma Bullivant also warns

that retraining or career changes are
“rarely successful” when they are reactive,
highly emotive, or surrounded by urgency.
Instead, she says it could be more sound with
long-term planning. If HR is involved in strategic

workforce planning, she suggests that
“upskilling can then form part of the
cultural fabric of the organisation”
by introducing career pathways,
secondments, interim step-up roles,
and an integrated L&D framework.

The lack of details on the
apprenticeship scheme was also noted
by Tania Bowers, global public policy

director at the Association of Professional
Staffing Companies (APSCo) who commented
that the government “refuses to deviate” from
a structure which was “devised years ago for a
different labour market”. “If real change is to be
driven, more is needed,” she says, adding that the
apprenticeship levy should be broadened to cover
administrative costs and ‘bench’ salaries to form a
realistic and flexible scheme in which recruitment
firms can fund ‘flexi-job’ apprenticeships.
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The
financial
benefitsof
reskilling
A report released
in January from the
Financial Services
Skills Commission
(FSSC) and PwC
UK revealed that
financial services
firms could save
up to £49,100
per staffmember
when they reskill
an employee,
compared to
hiring someone
newwith the
relevant skills. The
research found a
financial services
employee costs on
average £31,800
to reskill, while the
‘redundancy and
rehire’ approach
carries an average
cost of £80,875.
Over a four-year
period, the report
projected that
a company
employing 30,000
people could save
between £75m
and£115mby
upskilling current
employees into the
roles it needs filling.
But despite this,
just 14 per cent of
financial services
CEOsmade
significant progress
establishing
an upskilling
programme to
tackle this issue
despite a “clear
business case” in
favour of reskilling
and strategic
workforceplanning.
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A
fter an initial call, things are
looking promising: on paper
they’re a great match and you
definitely hit it off during your

first phone conversation. You arrange
to meet face-to-face, where you get on
really well. Conversation is easy and
your values align. Perhaps this is
actually the one? But then
it all goes pear-shaped: they
stop answering your calls,
your messages go unread
and, without any
explanation whatsoever,
you’re back to square

one, scrolling through a fresh batch
of potentials.
The practice of ‘ghosting’ – as it’s

commonly known in the app-based
dating scene – is happening more and
more in the world of recruitment.
A recent survey of jobseekers,
conducted by Visier, found that

three-quarters (76 per
cent) admitted they
have ghosted a current
or potential employer in
the last year and a half.
But the picture isn’t

that simple. Despite

more than two-thirds (68 per cent)
of respondents reporting they were
concerned about the impact ghosting
could have on their career, three in
five (61 per cent) still said they would
be comfortable doing so. To add more
confusion, 59 per cent of jobseekers
polled claimed they had been ghosted
by an employer themselves, while a
third (34 per cent) said they would
be angrier if they were ghosted by
an employer than if they had been
stood up on a date.
According to Psychology Today,

ghosters tend to experience a high

”76percent
saidtheyhave
ghostedcurrent
orpotential
employers”10 peoplemanagement.co.uk

WORDS JASMINE URQUHART

Once confined to the online dating world, ‘ghosting’ has made its way into
recruiters’ lexicon – but how can employers fight back against the practice?

Nowyouseethem:how
employerscanprevent
jobseekerghosting



News& analysis

level of cognitive dissonance in order to alleviate
some of the guilt they may feel: perhaps they
tell themselves the other party would prefer not
to have a difficult conversation or be rejected,
despite knowing that they themselves would
be offended if the tables were turned.
Whatever the cause, baffled recruiters will

want to know why they were rejected in the
first place. The Visier study provided a number
of suggestions: a negative first impression
was cited by a quarter (25 per cent) of the
jobseekers polled as a reason to ghost. A similar
percentage listed inaccurate job descriptions and
incorrectly advertised salaries as a reason to cut
communication (both 24 per cent).
Other justifications included

receiving a more attractive job
offer (22 per cent); a company’s
bad reputation (19 per cent);
and concerns about company
culture (20 per cent).
The pandemic hasn’t

helped the issue either.
Nearly half (46 per cent)
of jobseekers polled said
hybrid working had opened
up more opportunities,
making them more likely to
ghost employers during the
recruitment process. The pandemic
has also made recruitment processes less
personal: something that 45 per cent of
respondents said led them to ghosting.
Jill Cotton, career trends expert at

Glassdoor, says the pandemic had led
to a “spike” in mentions of ghosting
on its website. But, she said, despite
the recent upheaval in the jobs market,
company culture and values were still
what mattered most to employees. Her regular
advice to jobseekers is: “If an employer’s vision
and employee experience don’t match your
expectations, don’t waste your time or that
of the company by applying for a role.”
This is echoed by Becky Schnauffer, senior

director at LinkedIn, who says the main reason
candidates drop out of recruitment processes
early is because they feel they “didn’t get a true
sense of the company and what it can offer
them”; candidates need to be able to “picture
themselves in the role”, she says. On a practical
level, this means policies and benefits around
key areas including flexibility, work-life balance
and a supportive company culture need to be
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placed “front and centre in everything from job
ads and employer branding, to the very first
interaction with a candidate”.
Recruiters should also remain vigilant at the

interview stage, says Schnauffer: this is a key
moment for employers to “paint a picture of
what they’re like to work for, and interviewers
play an important role in bringing that to life
for candidates”.
Claire McCartney, senior resourcing and

inclusion provider at the CIPD, advises
employers to start engaging with candidates well
in advance of the onboarding process. “They
should be providing information about the role

and wider organisation beforehand” and
demonstrate that they are following

a fair and inclusive recruitment
process to potential new
starters, she says. Line
managers also need to play
their part by making sure
they are in touch with
candidates on an informal
basis and make it clear they
are happy to answer any
questions, she adds.
Collecting the right data

can also help employers
find out when candidates are
dropping, allowing them to
make targeted changes to their
recruitment processes, says
Daniel Mason, Visier’s vice
president for Europe. “By using
data to highlight at which stage
a jobseeker is most likely to
leave the recruitment process,
more emphasis can be placed

on improving the overall experience
based on what the data is telling us prospective
employees expect,” he says.
Just like apps have changed dating forever,

perhaps employers now just need to accept that
ghosting will always be a part of recruitment
that needs to be factored in. Either way, says
Schnauffer, with so many roles at people’s
fingertips, recruiters need to expect that
jobseekers will be more selective about the
opportunities they pursue, and remember that
for many candidates, priorities around what
they want from work may have changed since
the pandemic.
✶ Formore resourceson recruitmentbest practice, visit theCIPD’s
recruitment and induction knowledgehubatbit.ly/CIPDRecruitmentHub
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Peoplemight
assume that
workers in
entry-level
positions
aremore
likely to
ghost, but
research shows
theopposite is true.
In apoll of 1,000
UK jobseekers,
conductedby
Visier, nearly all
(95per cent)
C-suite executive
respondents,
andmore than
four in five (84
per cent)mid-
levelmanagers,
admitted to
ghosting an
employer or
prospective
employer in the
last 18months.
This compares to
67per cent of first-
levelmanagers and
less thanhalf (48
per cent) of entry-
level employees.
Comparatively,

a small 2019 study
of onlinedatingby
academics from
theUniversity of
California found
that 65per cent
of participants
reportedpreviously
ghosting apartner,
while 72per cent
said they had
beenghosted.

Aresenior
leaders
more
prolific
ghosters?
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Legal experts outline
pre-emptive measures
firms can take as Co-op
becomes the latest retailer
to see alleged disparities
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What should
concerned
employers be
doing now?
There are steps businesses concerned
about equal pay issues can take, says
Paul Holcroft, managing director
at Croner. Clear salary structures
and pay progression schemes can
improve transparency and integrity
within an organisation, he says. Pay
gap reporting is also a useful way of
evaluating the salaries of employees
from different genders, and can help
firms proactively take steps to ensure
pay parity, he explains.

“Employers that pay their staff
equally minimise the risk of pay-related
grievances and discrimination claims,”
says Holcroft. “Doing so also contributes
towards an improved company culture,
supporting diversity and inclusion, which
helps to boost staff motivation, retention
and productivity.”

O
n the surface, equal
pay for equal work
seems like such a
simple policy to
implement. But a

number of retailers are
being forced to contend
with the claim that
different parts of their
workforce – often with a
gender divide – ought to
be compared to each other
in terms of pay. Last month, Co-op
became the latest to face unequal pay
claims from its predominantly female
retail staff arguing that the disparity
between their pay and that of the
firm’s predominantly male distribution
centre staff amounts to unequal pay.

At the end of January, Co-op
conceded a “comparability concession”,
which will allow an employment
tribunal (ET) to look at if the work
done by the two groups of employees
is of equal value or whether there is
a reason for the pay disparity that is
not gender related. (Co-op maintains
that all staff are compensated fairly for
the work they do and it will continue
defending these claims.)

Co-op is in good company: last
year both Next and Sainsbury’s

News& analysis
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female retail employee to
compare herself to a male
colleague working in the
warehouse, she says.

But, Hoeritzauer
cautions: “Any
organisation is potentially
exposed to equal pay
claims.” While the scale
may be smaller, it’s
perfectly plausible that,
for example, a female

receptionist might compare herself
or her role to a male working in the
business’s post room.

Should the Co-op employees be
successful in their claims, Alan Lewis,
partner at Constantine Law, warns
that a tribunal has the power not only
to make the retailer increase their
pay to a comparable level, but also
require it to backdate any pay rises.
The aggregate awards would be “very
significant” as arrears can be awarded
going back six years in England and
Wales and five years in Scotland.
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year both Next and Sainsbury’s 

Co-op is facinganequalpay
claim from

femaleworkerswhosayma
lecolleagues

earnmore forwork that is c
omparable

conceded on the issue of comparability
in similar claims brought by their own
workforces, while an ET ruled the
same regarding two ‘similar’ roles at
Morrisons. Before this, the Court of
Justice of the European Union made
a similar ruling regarding a Tesco
worker. But why are so many retailers
now facing such similar claims?

In part, it could be because
supermarkets
tend to employ
large numbers of
generally low-
paid individuals,
says Maria
Hoeritzauer,
partner at
Crossland
Employment
Solicitors. On
top of this, the
combination
of historical
pay disparity
and greater
transparency in
salary between
the two parts
of the business
– retail and
distribution
– also makes
it easier for a

Whysupermarketsare
facingequalpayclaims–
andhowotheremployers
canprevent them



With the government backtracking on mandatory Covid jabs for healthcare workers,
PeopleManagement looks at what that means for other firms contemplating such policies

T
he government’s last-minute
decision to axe plans tomake
vaccination againstCovid-19
compulsory for all frontlineNHS
staff came as a relief formany in the

sector. In an 11th-hourU-turn, and amid
warnings that the policy could exacerbate
existing staffing shortages, the government
deemed it “no longer proportionate” to
mandate the jab for health service workers.
“Vaccination is hugely important, but this
was thewrong policy, especially as it added
to the current pressure onNHS and care
services,” said PatriciaMarquis, director for
England at the Royal College ofNursing.
ThisU-turn is a good example of why

theUKgovernment, as a rule, does not
insist on vaccinationmandates, says Jules
Quinn, employment partner at King&
Spalding. Particularly now that rapid
testing is freely available, it would be
very difficult for any employer to show
that amandatory vaccination policy was
proportionate or necessary. “If working
in frontline healthcare with vulnerable
patients is not sufficient justification for
amandatory vaccination policy, how
do private sector employers go about
constructing such a policy?” she asks.
Even a recent employment tribunal

claim, involving a care workerwhowas
dismissed because she refused the vaccine,
found in theworker’s favour (before the
vaccinationmandatewas enforced in the

News& analysis
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introducing a vaccinemandate on
the basis that it alignedwith theUK’s
direction of travel, “Requiring employees
to be vaccinatedmay have seemedmore
of a reasonable approach to takewhere
vaccinationwas becoming a legal condition
of employment in certain sectors.However,
this will be harder to rely on now,” she says.
“ThisU-turn, together with growing

evidence thatCovid-19 vaccines are
less effective at preventing the spread of
Omicron, will mean that any employer
seeking tomake vaccinationsmandatory
will be evenmore closely scrutinised.”
Employers that still want to go down the

mandatory vaccination route should seek
advice before they implement anything,
stressesClaire Brook, employment law
partner at Aaron and Partners. “HR
teams should review policies regularly and
carefully assess any new initiatives that
could give rise to risks of claims,” she says.

Howwill theNHSvaccineU-turnaffectyou?

care sector in England). “Each case will
turn on its own facts,” saysQuinn, noting
that the dismissal in the case in question
was during lockdown at a nursing home
with highmortality rates. “Any tribunal
will consider the environment inwhich the
policy operates,” she adds.
Anna Elliott, a partner inOsborne

Clarke’s employment team, says before the
U-turn, employersmay have considered

Acompulsoryvaccinationp
olicycould

riskemployment tribunal cl
aimsaswell as

exacerbatestaffshortages
atbusy times

A recent poll by theCIPD and SimplyHealth
found nearly half of firms report they have
at least one employee living with longCovid,
defined as symptoms that persistmore than
12 weeks after the initial Covid infection, and
include fatigue, breathing issues and cognitive
dysfunction. The survey of HR and L&D

professionals from804 organisations, which
collectively employ 4.3million people, found
that 46 per cent had staffwho experienced
longCovid symptoms in the last 12months,
and also revealed one in four (26 per cent)
firms now cite the condition among theirmain
causes of long-term sickness absences.

HRneeds to consider longCovid
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UK LEGAL LOWDOWN

A
n employee at an assetmanagement
firmwas unfairly andwrongfully
dismissed for refusing to return to the
office because of fears over contracting

Covid-19, a tribunal has ruled.
NicholasQuelch, a compliance analyst at

Courtiers Support Services, was dismissed
when he didn’t return towork after the first
lockdown because hewas shielding for his
girlfriend, whowas ‘clinically vulnerable’
because of asthma and a heart condition.
The tribunal heard that, while some

colleagues had problemsworking fromhome,
Quelch’s linemanager, Stuart Richards, said
hewas working “effectively”.
On 12May 2020,Courtiers began a phased

return to the office.Quelchwas due to be
included in the last phase of the return in July.
In July, the firm’s head ofHRmade it clear

Quelchwas expected to return, and said he
could book annual leave or live separately
fromhis girlfriend if hewas concerned.
However,Quelchmaintained that he

should follow government guidance and keep
working fromhome, andwas notwilling to
take either annual leave or unpaid leave.
When he did not return towork, hewas

placed on unpaid leave and, following
a disciplinary procedure, was told in a letter
dated 24 July that he had been dismissed for
“grossmisconduct”.He appealed but failed.

However, an employment tribunal found it
was “not reasonable” to demand an employee
return to the officewhen the government’s
guidance at the time said staffwho could – as
Quelch had shownhewas able to – should
work fromhome.
It saidCourtiers “failed to show there was

a potentially fair reason for dismissal and
that both the sanction and the procedures
followed by the respondent fell outside the
range of reasonable responses open to
a reasonable employer.”
It added that, even ifQuelch had been

guilty ofmisconduct, or if Courtiers had
established a loss of trust and confidence, the
tribunal did not consider it “within the range
of reasonable responses” to dismissQuelch.
Commenting on the case, Paul Kelly, head

of employment at Blacks Solicitors, said
employers need to take care when demanding
employees return to the office even though
the ‘work fromhome’ instruction is no longer
in force. “While contractually, employeesmay
be obliged towork from a designated place of
work, employersmust consider each case
individually,” he explained.
In a statement, Courtiers said that

regulations throughout the pandemicmet
the approval of its local authority, and that
current protocols for employee safety were in
linewith regulations and guidance.

Employeesackedforrefusingpandemic
officereturnwasunfairlydismissed

Acarehomeassistantwho refused
to receive theCovid-19 vaccination
when instructed todo sobyher
employerwas fairly dismissed, a
Leedsemployment tribunal found.
MsCAllette, employedat

ScarsdaleGrangeNursingHome
fromDecember2007until
February2021, told thecourt that
taking “any formof non-natural
medication”would goagainst her
Rastafarianbeliefs.However, the
tribunal found theclaimant refused

the vaccinebecause “shedid
not trustwhat [the carehome’s
director] or theauthoritieswere
saying at the timeabout the safety
of the vaccine”.
While therewasnocontractual

term requiring her to have the
Covid-19 vaccine, the tribunal found
thehome’s decision tomake the jab
mandatory for all staffwas
a “reasonablemanagement
instruction” andher refusal
amounted togrossmisconduct.

RichardFox, employment
partner atKingsleyNapley, said the
rulingwouldbeof particular interest
toprivate sector employers as the
incident happenedbefore
vaccinationbecamea legal
requirement for careworkers.
ThiswasechoedbyNathan

DonaldsonofKeystoneLaw,who
said thatwhile thedecisionwasnot
bindingonother tribunals, it was “an
early indication” of theapproach
theymight take.

Did youknow thatCIPDmem
bers haveexclusive access t

o

theEmploymentLawatWor
kService and legal helplines

?

cipd.co.uk/hr-resources/e
mployment-law

Plumberallowedto
claimbackhistoric
unpaidholidaypay

Tribunal rules dismissal was not in the range of reasonable responses Aworkerwho took unpaid leave
because his employer did not believe
hewas entitled to holiday pay has
been allowed tomake a claim for his
statutory holiday pay entitlement for
the duration of his engagementwith
the firm, a court has ruled.
Overturning a previous judgment

from the EmploymentAppeal
Tribunal (EAT), brought byGary Smith
against Pimlico Plumbers, theCourt
of Appeal foundworkers can only lose
the right to roll-over paid leave if their
employer has been transparent and
encouraged them to take leave.
Lady Justice Simler said any

employer needed to “meet the burden
of showing [that] it specifically and
transparently gave theworker the
opportunity to take paid annual leave,
encouraged theworker to take paid
annual leave and informed theworker
that the right would be lost at the end
of the leave year.
“If the employer cannotmeet that

burden, the right [to paid leave] does
not lapse [at the end of the year], but
carries over and accumulates until
termination of the contract,” she said.
TheCourt of Appeal also found

that Smith had the right to
compensation for leave he had taken
unpaid – overturning the EAT’s
previous ruling.
While workerswere already able to

indefinitely carry over the untaken
part of their four weeks’ paid leave
entitlement, Barry Ross, director of
Crossland Employment Solicitors,
explained the decisionmeantworkers
could nowcarry over leave that is
taken but unpaid. “On termination, the
employer is responsible for payment
of thewhole amount,” he said. Ross
added the ruling “also removes the
two-year limit for recovery of unlawful
deduction fromwages,”meaning
employers “no longer have the
backstop of believing their exposure
could be limited to two years.”

CareworkerwhorefusedCovidvaccinewasfairlydismissed

For employment lawadvice and
resources, visithr-inform.co.uk
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People Force can support you to select & implement
new People Technology such as HR, Payroll,
Workforce Management/ Time & Attendance,
Recruitment, Learning & Performance systems.

HR and Payroll

HRIS/People Technology

Immigration

HR and Payroll

People Force can support you to select & implement 

Are you planning to introduce new

People Technology within your
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We become an extension of your internal team
during an implementation irrespective of solution
selected.

Services include:

ӌ Project Management

ӌ Change Management

ӌ Data Migration

ӌ Subject Matter Expertise (HR/Payroll/T&A etc)

ӌ Process re-engineering

ӌ Testing (UAT/SIT)

ӌ Integration

ӌ Hardware Installation

ӌ and more…

All People Force consultants have an extensive
operational background in HR and/or Payroll prior
to their systems implementation experience.

";Ѵ;1ঞom ņ
Procurement

We take the time to
understand your needs
and help you budget.

We show you suitable
solutions from the HRIS
market in an agnostic way.

+44 (0)1933 448640

info@people-force.co.uk

www.people-force.co.uk

Find out more

Payroll Services
Did you know that People Force

also provide UK Payroll services?

With a team of experienced payroll

professionals, we canmanage the

complexities and day-to-day tasks of your

SD\UROO DQG RϑHU RQJRLQJ VXSSRUW� DOORZLQJ

you to concentrate on other responsibilities

without the additional worry of paying your

employees accurately and on time.
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G
raduates stepping
into the world of
work have a tough
path ahead of
them. Employers

are grappling with hybrid
working, and younger
employees are being
asked to quickly develop
resilience.We reflected
on the start of our careers,
and realised our mentoring
relationship had really made
a difference.

Thementee’sview:Andy
Hish and I were paired
up duringmy bp wells
engineering summer
internship in 2019, which
was key in preparing me for
a job post-graduation. As a
first-generation university
student, I didn’t knowwhat
to expect from the transition
into work.While I felt equipped
with engineering skills, I wasn’t sure
how to best apply them.
Hish’s genuine and approachable

character immediately stood out.
Although I initially felt insecure about
my skill gaps, Hish helpedme address
them. By setting goals and taking a
structured approach tomy development,
I gained a sense of urgency over my
growth and sought out opportunities to
gradually pushmy capabilities.
Hish and I also found common ground

in our experiences as first-generation
university students. Being
able to identify with his story
and having a visual of what
my own trajectory could
look like was vital formy
self-confidence.His genuine
passion for uplifting others,
and particularly to seeme

succeed, not onlymademe feel that his
guidance was trustworthy, it pushedme
to invest inmyself.

Thementor’s view:Hish
Most people think of mentorship as
a one-way relationship, yet valuing
the joint expertise and insights we
both brought to the table ensured our
relationship was mutually beneficial.
After joining bp as an engineering

intern in 2016 and starting my first role
as a graduate completions engineer in
2017, I was eager to give back to the
early careers schemes that supported

my transition to full-time.
Andy has helped me
develop my technical
and soft skill coaching
while also learning how
to advocate for himself
when he disagreed
with a certain course

of direction. He also
challenged me to
future-proof my career
skills and encouraged
me to be open with my
career stories and use
platforms like LinkedIn
to network.
Although I was

initially nervous,
seeing Andy take
on feedback and
improve throughout
the internship gave
me confidence in my
teaching. Coming from
a socially deprived
community meant I
had to jump through
extra hoops while
navigating higher
education and my
early career; however,
mentoring has been

a great exercise in affirming both my
knowledge and value.

Paying it forward
For us, mentorship allows us to
develop and have the opportunity to
develop others.Hish acts as the discipline
lead for thewells early careers programme
at bp, andAndymentors young people in
schools and universities to pursue STEM
courses and break down social barriers.
It has also been instrumental for

inclusivity – amassively important
consideration for graduates whomay feel
that because of their backgrounds they
are under-equipped to be successful in the
workplace. At the same time,mentorship
helps to challenge those beliefs, it also
provides tangible pathways for upward
mobility. Not only canmentoring be
rewarding for one’s career, it can also
provide an invaluable opportunity to
build friendships that last.

We’ll tell you something...

HISHAMHAMID&ANDYBRUCE
ENGINEERSATBP

Organisations shouldn’t underestimate the power of mentorships

“Mentoringis
instrumentalfor
inclusivityand
canprovide
pathwaysfor
social mobility”

Comment
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and aggression showing pockets of poor
experience remained, later in 2019 the
trust brought in the EmpathyMuseum
to run a ‘Mile inmy Shoes’ experiential
exhibit, where staff could visit andwere
given another person’s shoes to literally
walk inwhile listening to their story via
headphones. An external facilitator was
also brought in for sessions where staff
told their experiences via drawings. “We
wanted creative ways to keep the dialogue
going,”Carter explains.
Armedwith a catalogue of employees’

experiences, Carter raised the issuewith
the trust’s board.The stories were all
then split into themes, including the

experiences of Blackwomen and
inconsistent application of the
Bradford factor, and shared at
a sessionwithmore than 1,300
managers, duringwhich one
senior leader shared an example
of when she could have handled
a situation differently. “There
was thismomentwhen people
felt they had permission to talk

aboutwhat they hadn’t got right,” says
Carter.Thework further progressedwith
the help of a charity, which co-designed
fourmonthly sessions with the trust’s
most senior leaders to explain how the
organisation could address white privilege
andwork towards becomingmulticultural

menopausal, but there are those who
are perimenopausal, and a vast number
of women in teams, some ofwhom are
managed bymen,” she explains. “So it’s
about howwe start that conversation.”
Taking into account the pillar of the

trust’s strategy that focuses on staff
experience ledCarter to draw the link
between this segmentationwork, and staff
from ethnicminorities reporting via the
staff survey aworse experience of bullying.
“Overlay that with daily occurrences of
discrimination, how are they going to
showup towork?”Carter explains. “We
needed to provide a safe space for staff to
have those conversations.”
A series of initiatives

followed, designed to shine
a light on the experiences of
the trust’s ethnicminority
colleagues, including race
and privilege sessions, during
which staff told stories about
their experiences. “The
reaction from somewhite
colleagueswasdisappointment
and sadness,” saysCarter. “They hadn’t
realised people theyworkwith every day
had been going through that.”
Because storytelling “really works in

our organisation”, saysCarter, andwith
broadly positive staff survey results yet
indicators around bullying, harassment

Highlighting race and privilege has been key towellbeing for theNHS trust

“Itwasuncomfortable,
butpeoplewantedtolearn”

In practice
RealReal organisations,organisations, realreal challengeschallenges

“Weneededto
provideasafe
spaceforstaff
tohavethose
conversations”

TheRoyalMint

T
he LondonBorough ofTower
Hamlets, stretching from the
Tower of London andWhitechapel
in thewest to Bromley-by-Bow in
the east, is amelting pot of cultures.
According to the 2011Census, at

least 80 languages other than English are
spoken by residents in the borough.
It’s unsurprising, then, that a large

NHS trust headquartered in the borough
would also boast a workforce from
many backgrounds. East LondonNHS
FoundationTrust –which providesmental
health, primary care and community
health services to 1.8million people across
TowerHamlets, as well as other London
boroughs, plus Luton andBedfordshire –
hasmore than 6,500 staff, as well asmany
more bankworkers also on its payroll.
In 2018, the trust beganwork to boost

its wellbeing activities to take this diversity
into account, using the ‘determinants of
health’ approach, which uses factors such
as lifestyle, finance and housing. At that
point, explains chief people officerTanya
Carter, came the realisation that a better
understanding of the issues affecting staff
could help the trust support them.
Segmenting staff by gender and age

to gain an idea of howmanymight be
affected bymenopausewas the first
project in this arena. “Wemight not have
a significant proportionwho are currently

EastLondonNHSFoundationTrust
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and anti-racist. “People were clearly
uncomfortable, but there was also a desire
to learn and get it right,” Carter says.
WhenCovid hit, having a proven

disproportionate impact on ethnic
minority communities, plus the events
stemming from themurder ofGeorge
Floyd,Carter saw this as the natural
continuation of the trust’s race and privilege
work. A recurring theme, she recalls, was
people feeling they had to assimilate and
change things about themselves – for
example their name, hair or how they
spoke.This led to the creation of the
#MyNameReallyIs socialmedia campaign,
encouraging staff to tweet their full or un-
westernised names.The campaign resulted
inmore than 22,000 impressions, andwas
the trust Twitter account’s secondmost
popular tweet of 2020.
At the height of the pandemic, the trust

also implemented staffwellbeing initiatives.
TheBAME staff network requested access
to vitaminD supplements, a three-month
supply of which the trust provided to
any employeewho requested them (more
than half did so) free of charge, under the
#SunshineInMyPocket campaign, which
is running again this year. Spearheaded by
Carter, the trust also hosted a full timetable
of online classes for the children of staff
whowere struggling towork fromhome
and homeschool their children.
Employing several agency teachers and

helpingmore than 1,500 children across
sevenweeks, the project went from idea
to the first lesson in the space of a week
and a half, and remains one ofCarter’s
proudest achievements to date. “I didn’t
have time to ask for permission – it was one
of those ‘seek forgiveness, not permission’
moments,” she laughs. Plenty of people have
called into questionwhether providing
free supplements and lessons for workers’
children is part of the trust’s remit as an
employer, butCarter remains steadfast
as the trust continues to go above and
beyond to support employees’ wellbeing
in 2022. “We asked, people told us what
they needed, andwe found away tomake
it happen. People were just so grateful we
had thought about it.”

TanyaCartermaintains supporting
wellbeing is about understanding
what staff really need anddoing
what it takes to help themachieve it
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In practice

hit our targets, and that was also really
important because people’s partners were
being furloughed or losing their jobs.”
As the pandemic developed, Severn

Trent ran a regular CEO video blog, a
cross-company news bulletin
and communications distilling
governmentmessaging on
restrictions. “We tried to create
experiential learning and
communications to help people
process information in a way that
made sense for them,”Morrison
explains. But becausemuch of
its staff are frontline workers
who do not spend their working
day in front of a computer,

not everyone was able to receive the
emails, so SevernTrent also introduced
‘CommsCells’, an area on the walls with
information employees needed to know.
During the first year of all its changes,

despite the challenges of the pandemic,
employee engagement increased 2.5 per
cent, with an average employee rating of
8.3 out of 10, putting SevernTrent in the
top 5 per cent of utility companies globally.
According toMorrison, this achievement
has continued steadily, remaining at this
high level.The company’s impressive work
in this area also ensured it took home
the trophy for ‘Best employee experience’
at the 2021CIPDPeopleManagement
Awards. “All of thesemeasures indicate
that people are enjoying what they’re

A
lthough it might bemore
synonymous with Ross Geller’s
futile attempts to get a sofa up
a flight of stairs in that episode
of Friends, the word ‘pivot’
also unexpectedly became a

buzzword for SevernTrent in 2020,
after it was forced to rethink on its
plans to improve employee experience
when the pandemic hit.
Thewater company’s work had been

in the offing since 2018, yet just amonth
before it was due to start delivering, Covid
reachedUK shores. Rather thanwaver
or deviate from its plan, the firm instead
worked to “supercharge” it and bolster
support for its 7,000 employees.
“It really helped people during that time

to know that, while everything outside
was uncertain, when they came into work,
we knewwhat we were doing,” explains
groupHRdirectorNeilMorrison, who
said the company’s approach remained
steadfast: “This is the plan, no excuses.
We’re going to deliver this.”
As a regulated company, SevernTrent

presents a business plan every five years
explaining how it will deliver for its
customers and employees. For itsHR
department, the 2020-25 submission
was focused on engaging colleagues and
allowing them to feel like they own the
company’s targets.
Part of this planning process was its

‘Bike on the Boat Tour’, the concept of

which was inspired by aNewZealand
team that competed in the America’s
Cup race with bikes on their boat:
lateral thinking which revolutionised its
performance. “Thewhole point was to
look at a problem in a different way, with
creativity and innovation,”
Morrison says. “Wewanted
to ask all our colleagues
howwe should approach
the way they think about
the service we provide
differently.”
The firm’s CEOhosted

nearly 80 hour-and-a-half-
long events over eight weeks,
under the ‘Bike on a Boat’
project, speaking to employees about
the innovation they wanted.Having set
its KPIs and presented them to 1,000
seniormanagement teammembers at
an event held in an airport hangar,
the company hosted another event
to kick off the plan in 2020, only –mere
weeks later – to be forced to “pivot”
as lockdownmeasures were introduced.
With 40 per cent of staff unable to go

into the workplace and the other 60 per
cent deemed ‘essential’ workers,Morrison
describes how this split the organisation
into distinct groups – but that the
companymanaged tomake it work. “Very
early on, we decided not to furlough
anyone and notmake any redundancies,”
he says. “Wewould still pay bonuses if we

Thewater companywas able to rethink and improve its long-term
plans, despite initially being derailed by the global pandemic

“Wesuperchargedour
strategywhenCovidhit”

SevernTrent

“Wetried
tocreate
experiential
learningtohelp
peopleprocess
information”



doing,”Morrison says. “The quality
of feedback shows staff are invested in
making things better and helping to
deliver which, tome, is a sign of success.”
Prior to the pandemic, SevernTrent

had also launched employee inclusion and
diversity advisory groups for LGBTQ+,
ethnicminority and disabled staff, and
they toowere “supercharged” afterCovid’s
emergence, quickly becoming key to the
firm’s response. “We recognised that
everyone was going through a different
kind of experience in the workplace, so
it was quite easy to take our ‘lunch and
learn’ sessions or BlackHistoryMonth
celebrations virtual, for example,”
Morrison explains. “The groups created
communities working together to talk
about what was going on, so people could
share things thatmatter to them, rather
than us telling themwhat to do.”
But when restrictions were lifted during

the summer of 2020, SevernTrent was
quick to bring asmany people back to the
workplace as possible. “Our performance
is better whenwe are collaborating
because of the nature of our business: a
24/7, 365-days-a-year essential service,” he
explains. “Having people together is really
important to be able to solve problems.”
So, what next for SevernTrent?

Excitingly, the company will be
contributing to theCommonwealth
Games, hosted in theMidlands later
this year. Employees will be volunteering
during the event but also act as baton
bearers in the run-up. “This is amajor
sporting event taking place on our
doorstep that should be something we’re
all really proud of,”Morrison says.
But despite impressive data and

award wins, the firm isn’t done pushing
employee experience further. “We’ve
had real co-creation with our colleagues
and our communities, feeling verymuch
connected to what we’re doing, and I don’t
see that changing at all,”Morrison says.
“It’s a fundamental part of ourDNA.”
✶ TheCIPDPeopleManagementAwards2022are
nowopen for entries. Formore information and todownload
anentrypack, visitcipdpmas.co.uk

NeilMorrison says that all staffwere
challenged to look at problems
“more creatively and innovatively”



A
s we reach amilestone two years
since the Covid pandemic first
gripped theUK, the past 24
months have been tough for all
of us, but young people have

arguably had it especially difficult. In
September 2020, Office for National
Statistics (ONS) data revealed the
number of 16- to 24-year-olds in
employment fell by 156,000 in the three
months to July 2020, and in April 2021,
a Resolution Foundation report found
the unemployment rate among 18- to
24-year-olds jumped 18 per cent between
the second and third quarters of 2020.
More latterly, an Institute for

Employment Studies (IES) report from
November 2021 found that almost
two-thirds (62 per cent) of people aged
16 to 24 said the pandemic hadmade
it harder to find high-quality work.
There were also significant reductions in
apprenticeship starts, graduate schemes
and work experience placements at the
onset of the crisis.
To that end, PeopleManagement

is proud to introduce the inaugural
HR 30Under 30 – a list of the best
and brightest youngHR and L&D
practitioners set to become the
next generation of leaders within
the profession. Nominated by either
themselves or a colleague, they are
individuals who demonstrate talent and
skill in their roles and an understanding
of the profession and its place within
organisations; show promise to lead the
next generation ofHR professionals;
and embody the CIPD’s professional
principles:WorkMatters, PeopleMatter
and ProfessionalismMatters.
From a significant number of

nominations, the final list has
been hand-picked by the People
Management editorial team as those
who best meet the criteria above.
Congratulations to them all.
✶ TheCIPDstudentconference is beingheldonline
onSaturday2April 2022, and is free to attend for
studentmembers. Tofindoutmoreand register to attend,
visitcipd.co.uk/studentconf

30
30
30
30

under

3030
Meet People
Management’s hand-
picked selection of
HR’s rising stars

30303030303030
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BethanMcAulay
Recruitment
specialist at
TelespazioUK
As recruitment
specialist, Bethan is in
charge of identifying
skilled candidates for
technical roles in highly sought-after fields.
Her nominator says she has learned about
the business’s STEM skills and gender
diversity difficulties quickly, putting a
stronger focus on diversifying its
recruitment process and external and
internal messaging. She has also used her
role to champion stronger diversity within
the industry, and supports those in
under-represented areas to progress
internally by supporting their confidence.

DanielAnderson-Poore,
AssocCIPD
HRadvisor atVistryPartnerships
During his four years in HR, Daniel has
already progressed to advisor. He
spearheaded improvements to his former
employer’s onboarding process, as well
as driving engagement through
fundraising efforts. He currently supports
HR activity among 600 employees, led

a review of the firm’s
family-friendly policies
and is driving several
inclusion and diversity
initiatives. Outside
work, Daniel runs a
mentoring scheme
with the CIPD’s
Wessex branch.

Chloe Jordan, Assoc CIPD
HeadofHRandchangeatFosters
FuneralDirectors

Nominatedbynot onebut twoof her
colleagues,Chloe joined thecompanyas
anHRassistant fresh fromuniversity in
2019andhas sincecarriedout “intricate”

casework thatmanyof her seniors have
not. Aswell as redesigning theculture,
Chloehas rolledout anewsuite of policies
andguided thebusiness througha long
periodof change. Thanks toher recent
promotion, shenowsits aspart of the
senior leadership team.According toone
of her nominators, she is “phenomenal”.
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DustinHafki,
AssocCIPD
Businessconsultant,
peopleand research
atPeopleSpark
Solutions
Dustin joined the newly
formed company on an internship in June
2020 before being offered a permanent
role. He already has a range of diverse work
under his belt, including leading a team of
organisational experts to help a client
becomemore customer focused. Dustin is
a champion of Generation Z, and his
research was recently shared at the CIPD’s
Northern Conference. The business’s
owner says clients specifically request
Dustin’s service, and that he has a bright
future ahead.

AbiolaBello,AssocCIPD
InterimheadofHRatUBLUK
Abiola has overcome several challenges in
her lifetime, including being diagnosed
with retinoblastoma (cancer of the retina)
aged one and not being expected to see
her fifth birthday. After other setbacks, at
19 she began an HR apprenticeship, and
has since completed her Level 5 CIPD
qualification and aMaster’s in HR, and this

year plans to undertake
an LLM in employment
law. She sees herself
as successful because
of what she’s gone
through and because
she’s defied odds,
not just because of
her job title.

CharlotteSeymour
HRadvisoratSt
BarnabasHospices
Charlotte wasmade
redundant from her
previous role due to
Covid, and in the year
since she joined St
Barnabas has grown in confidence,
according to her nominator. As one of only
two advisors supporting 500 employees,
ranging from clinical staff to retail workers,
Charlotte is exposed to all HR-related
functions, yet takes even challenging work
in her stride and isn’t afraid to go the extra
mile. Nowmanaging two recently appointed
HR apprentices, Charlotte’s energy,
commitment and innovative thinking
ensure she is an excellent role model.
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TobiOmoode,
CIPDstudent
member
HRgeneralist
EMEAatPower
Integrations
Tobi discoveredhis
passion forHR, aswell as his skills in resolving
conflict andproblemsolving,while studying
psychologyat university inNigeria, andchose
to relocate to theUK inorder topursuea
career in theprofession.Despite the
challenges this brought, hemanaged to
securehis firstHR rolewhile still studying
through “networkingandperseverance”, and
is eager to learnnewskills andhelpHR
become the “partner thatmanagement
needs”.He’s currently studying for aCIPD
AssociateDiploma inPeopleManagement.

MarthaPalk
HRmanageratBirkettsLLP
Promoted toHRmanager fromofficer level
inmid-2021,Martha is responsible for
generalist HR, aswell as health andwellbeing
anddevelopment of trainee solicitors at the
top 100UK law firm. Aparticularly
successful project ofMartha’s is theThrive
programme, which has been instrumental in
breaking down the stigma attached to
mental health conditions, and included

seniormembers of staff
sharing stories of their own
mental health.Martha aims
to be known as someone
whopromotes the
positives ofHR, including
the variety of work and the
technical skills required.

JamesWilliams,
foundationMCIPD
HRmanageratTayna

Since joiningTayna to lead itsHR function
afterworking inL&D for twoyears, James
has focusedonembedding theCIPD’s
professional principles, including clearly
defining roles, developingnewpolicies and

ensuringHR is visiblewithin the
organisation.Hehas introducedanew
recruitmentprocess, supportedbyan
equality anddiversity policy, andalso
boostedwellbeing supportwithin the
company for bothmanagers and
employees, includingdedicatedmental
health supportmonths andanewand
improvedemployeebenefits scheme.

EmmaHollands,
CIPDstudent
member
Talentmanager
atPunch!
Emmaoriginally began
her career in sales at
Punch! beforebeingoffered the role of talent
executive.Nowpromoted, Emma leadsa
teamof threeandheadsupHR, recruitment
andL&D for theagency.WhenCovidhit less
thanayear into her role, shewaschallenged
to implementPunch!’s remote recruitment
andonboarding strategy, and shehasbeen
instrumental in growing thefirm’s headcount
by40per cent. Shehasalsoput in placea
unique training framework, bywhicheach
employeehasa training journey linked to their
owndevelopment andprogression.

JessicaDolphin,AssocCIPD
HRservicemanageratLeedsCityCouncil
Jessica currentlymanages thecouncil’s
employee relations, and recently ledon
agreeing anupdatedconsultation framework
with tradeunions tohelpmitigate compulsory
redundancies and save thecouncil £100m
over five years. Shepreviously ran initiatives
to increaseemployeedisclosure rates
aroundprotectedcharacteristics, andused

data to support the
council’sHR leadership
teamonchanges required
asa result of theCovid
pandemic.Away from
work, shealsomentors
local university students
studyingHR.

EiriniTriantou,
CIPDstudent
member
HRmanagerUK,
IR&Nordicsat
Zadig&Voltaire
Despite only having a
year of experience, Eirini
is already leading theHRdepartment at one
of theworld’smost high-end luxurybrands.
She’s responsible for recruitment, payroll,
L&DandER, including aligning the strategy
from thebrand’s ParisHQwith hermarkets,
andhas implemented several projects to
improve retail employees’ experiences, such
asbetter training, rewardevaluationand
initiatingwellbeingdiscussions–all fulfilling
her passionofmakingworkmoremeaningful,
particularly in sucha fast-paced industry.
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#HR30under30

Isi Onwukwe, Assoc CIPD
HRexecutiveatDoughtyStreet

Within a year of Isi takingonDoughty
Street’s I&D initiatives, thebarristers’
chambers hadwonaUKDiversity Legal
Award formanagingdiverse talent. Aswell
aswriting anewstrategy that included

diversifying recruitment, resulting in 15per
cent better diversity amongstaff, Isi also
updated thechambers’ constitution to
ensure representationacross ethnicities
andgenders in all teams, andupdated its
electionprocess, resulting in the firstBlack
womanbeingco-optedonto theboard
within a year of this change.
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VikkiBack,CIPD
studentmember
Headofpeople
atSimplyCook
AsSimplyCook’s sole
HRprofessional,
Vikki has grown the
workforce by 119 per cent sinceDecember
2020 and spearheaded reward and L&D
best practice, as well as handling the
company’smanyCovid-secure protocols –
all alongside studying for her CIPD
AssociationDiploma in People
Management. The colleaguewho
nominatedVikki says she faces some “steep
learning curves”, with the company recently
having been acquired byNestle, theworld’s
largest food company, but that her
compassionmakes “the extra difference”.

TimHardy-Lenik
Director of inclusionandworkforce
equity atCSG
At 29 years of age, Tim is already a key
player in the inclusion and diversity sphere,
having spent more than a decade in the
field and previously holding senior I&D
roles at international organisations
including the British Red Cross. He’s a
frequent speaker at events including
CIPD conferences, where he’s shared his

lived experiences of
being gay and disabled,
and has also set up his
own consultancy
offering his time and
expertise to not-for-
profits to develop their
I&D expertise.

RachelLockwood,
AssocCIPD
HRadvisor atLeeds
TeachingHospitals
NHSTrust (LTHT)
Rachel startedworking
for LTHT in 2015 and has
worked her way up to her
current role. She successfully completed a
postgraduate diploma inHRmanagement
in 2020, having begun the qualificationwhile
still onmaternity leave.With the trust
recently having adopted a personalised
approach to ER, Rachel has fully leaned in
to this new strategy, and sees her role as a
counsellor, teacher,mediator and therapist,
all rolled into one. She is proud of the journey
she’s been on to get towhere she is today,
andwouldn’t dreamof a different career.

VictoriaBrice
Peopleandculturedirector atGallagher
In the spaceof a year, Victoria hasbuilt a
completely newpeople andculture teamof
seven fromscratch to change thebusiness’s
attitude towardsHR, driving its approachand
mindset forward tobeable to grow,
according toVictoria’s nominator.Having
beenpromoted, she is now responsible for
multinational colleaguesaswell as theUK,

andhasbeen recognised
by thecompany’sUS
parent for her
“exceptional”work.
Victoria is determined to
makeGallagher abetter
place for people towork
and feel empowered to
be themselves.

FayeWalsby,CIPD
studentmember
HRandpeopleadvisor atMCFT
Having been offered an HR role with MCFT
after completing work experience, Faye
was given responsibility for the ‘pathways
to work’ project, engaging with local
schools and creating recruitment
materials. Fast forward four years, and
MCFT is now a key employer of young
people, with Gold status from The 5%Club

and Faye representing
MCFT in the South East
Apprenticeship
Ambassador Network.
Faye is looking forward
to completing her CIPD
Level 5 qualification
later this year.
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JackFrench,
AssocCIPD
Talent acquisition
sourcer atBloombergLP
Jack is a British Army
veteran who reskilled
to pursue a career in HR.

He specialises in talent
acquisition, recruiting for the firm’s global
functions. An advocate of I&D in hiring,
Jack was recently awarded Bloomberg’s
HR Newcomer of the Year. Jenna Follet,
head of data, support and corporate
functions recruitment EMEA and APAC,
says Jack has “huge potential”, and that
he displays strong recruitment skills and
knowledge of other HR functions, and
works with HRBPs and I&D partners to
drive true value for the business.

AntoniaReed
HRbusinesspartner atStJohnAmbulance
Starting her career in the Royal Air Force at
just 16, Antonia secured an apprenticeship
andworked for senior staff at theMoD and
RAFHighWycombe. One of her roles was
looking after HR for deployments, with a
highlight being changing the way these were
managed to allow colleagues to spentmore
timewith their families. After nine years,

Antonia wasmedically
dischargedwith complex
post-traumatic stress
disorder (C-PTSD), and
refused to let it define
her. She is now settled
in her permanent role
and studying for a
Master’s in HRM.

MeganBarr
HRadvisor atLockton
A former colleague
of Megan’s who
nominated her says she
has achieved a lot in her
short career so far.
In her previous role,
Megan was the primary contact for support
with HRmatters including disciplinaries,
sickness absence and redundancies, and
also channelled her passion for mental
health by joining the wellness committee
and taking ownership of several wellbeing
initiatives. In her current organisation she’s
already supported the change of several
policies and processes and continues to
prioritise mental health and be a great role
model for self-care.

EmilieParsons,
AssocCIPD
HRofficeratSUEZUK
Joining SUEZ UK just
a month before the
first lockdownmeant
Emilie’s role got off to
a challenging start. Undertaking her day
job while also studying for her CIPD
Advanced Diploma, Emilie has recently
been involved in a project to switch to a
new performancemanagement system,
as well as supporting the running of the
firm’s women’s network. She also
advocates for young people in the local
area and encourages them into STEM
careers, having hosted virtual work
experience during lockdown, and acts
as regional sustainability champion.

AlexandraHumphries
GroupL&DmanageratRentokil Initial
Alexandra joinedRentokil Initial on its
graduate scheme in 2016, and joined its
groupHR function permanently in 2018.
After spending time inAustralia supporting
anHR system rollout, she returned to take
over digital learning,managing a teamof six.
Under her leadership, the teamhas
surpassed all expectations and seen use of
its learningmanagement system jump to an

all-time high. Alexandra’s
nominator says she has
an ability to thrive in the
company’s complex,
fast-paced environment,
and that she adds
real value to the
organisation.

Iva Bobie
HRbusinesspartner atGEA

Having joined GEA as a junior HRBP
in 2018, Iva is now responsible for
three divisions within the UK, and in the
last year has supported site closures

and restructures, as well as hiring into
senior positions and deliveringmanager
training on a new global appraisal
process. Iva was nominated by her
manager, who says she “takes it all
in her stride” and that nothing seems
to faze her.
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AmeliaDarling,
CIPDstudent
member
HeadofODatBarking,
Havering&Redbridge
HospitalsNHSTrust
Having held her role
at the north east London-based trust for
the past four years, Amelia has been at the
forefront of its response to the pandemic,
with its four hospitals facing one of the
highest Covid rates in the country and a
huge impact on staff. Amelia led a wellbeing
programme for more than 9,000 staff,
including organising a dedicated ‘thank you
week’ in June 2021. According to the trust’s
deputy CEOwho nominated her, Amelia’s
talent hasmade a “massive difference”
to her challenged part of the NHS.

CharlotteFordyce,
CIPDstudentmember
Global headofHRatTriptease
Charlotte was somewhat thrown in at
the deep end, having joined travel tech
start-up Triptease the week before the
UK went into lockdown in March 2020.
Since then, she has managed
redundancies and furlough, hired and
onboarded 60 people, facilitated
temporary pay cuts, taken on payroll

following the payroll
manager’s redundancy,
and implemented new
HR, recruitment and
payroll systems and a
benefits plan, plus
muchmore – all in less
than two years.

JakeBrown,
AssocCIPD
HRbusinesspartner
atTKElevator
Jake has been with TK
Elevator for just over
a year, and in that time
has wowed with his
stakeholder management, ability to
partner with colleagues and his generalist
HR knowledge despite being just 21 years
old. Jake has supported projects including
two system implementations, a full
contract review, a TUPE process and a full
piece of ODwork, as well as taking on
payroll responsibilities after a colleague’s
departure despite having no prior
knowledge. Jake’s nominator describes
him as a “truly exceptional HR talent”.

Naya Inyama
HRadvisoratSHP
Despite only being in her second role in the
people profession, Naya has already
impressed the team at SHP, according
to her colleague who nominated her,
with her “high level of maturity, resilience
and discipline”. During her time with the
company, she has efficiently led a large
caseload of employee relations
issues and sickness absence
management. She takes the time to
ensure employees, managers and HR
have honest conversations, and has
coachedmanagers to achieve better
outcomes around performance concerns,
regularly receiving praise, including from
the company’s directors for her
consistently good work.

MaryJoCabanes-Book,
AssocCIPD
HRmanageratNetworkN
During her time at Network N, Mary Jo
has set up the company’s HR function
from scratch, as well as implemented an
extensive people strategy that has helped
it double in size in the space of a year. She
is currently studying for a Master’s in HR
Management at the University of theWest
of England, Bristol, and has ambitions to

become an HR director
and a CharteredMember
of the CIPD within three
years. A colleague who
nominatedMary Jo says
she “always looks at
different ways to support
her employees”.

LiamClancy, Assoc CIPD
HRbusinesspartner at Ford
MotorCompany

LiamhasbeenwithFord for six years,
duringwhich timehehasheld anumberof
differentHR roles –most recently, hewas

promoted tomanagement level, atwhich
he’s supporting thecompany’s commercial
vehicles team, aswell as standingup the
newFordProorganisation.His greatest
achievement at Ford, he says, is forming
thefirm’s innovation lab,whichhehasbeen
setting up for thepast twoyears.
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Hiring is difficult
across the board right
now, but the people
profession can be
an exemplar when
recruiting its own

Samantha Lubanzu recently
went through a recruitment
process for a senior role at
a global organisation.Over
six longmonths, she sat

through eight rounds of interviews. She
met everyone from executives to every
member of the teamwithwhom she’d
beworking. After interview number
eight, shewas told the role wasmoving to
London (she’s based inManchester) and
therefore shewas no longer suitable.

If that candidate experiencemakes
youwince, does itmake it evenworse to
hear Samantha is anHRprofessional?
With recruitmentmeant to be one of
the profession’s core competencies, surely
we can do better than this? AsDavid
D’Souza, CIPDmembership director,
puts it: “Weneed to hold ourselves to a
standard of recruitment experience that
wewouldwant friends and family to pass
through as a candidate.”

A combination of drivers – the
economic bounceback, Brexit, pandemic-
driven lifestyle changes and so on –
means the general recruitmentmarket, to
quote oneCPO, is in “the craziest state
I’ve ever known”.The same could be said
of themarket for people professionals.
“TheHR recruitmentmarket has never
beenmore buoyant and is extremely
candidate-driven,” says Louise Sorrell,
business director forHR at recruitment
firmBadenoch+Clark. “We have gone
from redundancies and furlough to
fighting a battle to find top talent.”

Data from theHays Salary&
Recruiting Trends 2022 guide shows 85
per cent of employers plan on recruiting

WORDS KATIE JACOBS

There are

betterways to

recruit good

HRpeople
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HR staff over the next 12months. “HR
[is at the] forefront of employers’ minds
as the function has been a key driver
and support of workplace changes,”
says Yvonne Smyth, who leads the
HRpractice atHays. Yet despite high
recruitment intentions, employers are
struggling to attract those with the
required skills and experience.More than
half (54 per cent) of employers say these
skills shortages and the strain they are
placing on teams is loweringmorale.

As theUK economy reopens and
rebuilds, the need forHR is clear.
Withmany organisations chasing
growth-inducing transformation, leaders
recognise the need for stronger people
teams.The changing shape ofUKplc
adds another competitive element, says
Deloitte’s resourcing director Simon
Hallett. “There ismore competition in
terms of employers now,” he explains.
“We are seeingmore non-traditional
businesses including rapidly upscaling
tech businesses that need to grow their
HR functions quickly.That creates
movement inmore established areas.”

Thenwhen you think you’ve found
the perfect hire, theymay be snatched
away at the lastminute. Sorrell has
noticed an increase in counter offers, as

organisations dig deep into their pockets
to retain staffwith cold, hard cash. It’s
something JenniferHulme,HRdirector
atMarlowe Fire and Security, has been
burned by. “Imade a terriblemistake
hiring a candidate who joined, then
left on day three,” she says. “They had
multiple offers on the table andwaited for
an alternative firmoffer before leaving.”
Hulme has also had to fill anHRofficer
role twice in a year, after her original
hire was offered a pay rise elsewhere,
and experiencedmultiple no-shows
for interviews.

Such tough conditions
mean no one can afford to be
complacent. It’s a great time
to examine your recruitment
processes: can they keep upwith
themarket? “Ensure you can act
quickly, as themarket ismoving
at pace,” says Sorrell. “Good
candidates are being snapped
up.” She advisesmaking sure
the process has nomore than
two or three stages.

It’s also worth reviewing and
benchmarking your pay and benefits
offering. ButHulme, whose people team
has grown from four to 14 since she

joined in June 2020, advises thinking
holistically rather than getting too hung
up on numbers, because candidates
are becoming increasingly interested
in the broader package. “You need to
approachwith a competitive salary, then
spend the rest of the time discussing the
other elements – development, style of
leadership, CSR initiatives, the social
side, holidays, benefits and colleagues,”
she says. “You can no longer offer a great
salary and pension and expect that to
be enough. You need to understand
the needs of your candidates and, to

an extent, tailor the
package to them.”

She also focuses on
painting a picture ofHR’s
contribution to the business
and her vision for the future.
“I am adamant that each
person understands the
role theywill play in the
journey and can see their
accountability for it,” she

says. Somemight see spending time on
the vision and strategy beforemaking
an offer as toomuch effort, butHulme
believes it’s worth the upfront investment.
“Candidates have been enthused by the

“Youcanno
longeroffer
agreatsalary
andpension
andexpectthat
tobe enough”
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SamanthaLubanzusays, from
adiversityperspective, it is
“shockinglyhard” toget intoHR



approach”, fromdirect recruitment to
agencies, but found the best outcomes
came fromnetworks.However, people
professionals need to bear inmind that
diversity can sufferwhen recruiting via
networks andmitigate accordingly.

Even if you have the perfect
recruitment process, it doesn’tmean
you’ll be able to find the perfect
hire. Saunders has found herself
underwhelmed by the quality of
candidates. “Perhaps I was looking
for unicorns – but as a profession that
should be at the forefront of change,
we seem to see a lot of people who can’t
see the horizon and the opportunities
for creating great places towork,” she
says.Hulme says she has at times been
disappointed by a lack of passion and
enthusiasm from candidates.

Perhaps one answer to recruitment
woes is for the people function to
becomemany of the things it advises the
business to be:more open-minded,more
flexible andmore inclusive. “So often in
our profession you see limits placed by
organisations only seeking candidates
who have experiencewithin the same
sector” says EmmaLouden, hub people
lead at ANDDigital. “By restricting
the candidate pool, organisations are
missing out.”

ANDDigital is one of those fast-
growth tech businessesHallett alluded
to earlier. In 2021 alone, 500 new
people joined, including 12 people leads.
Louden credits being open-minded
about experience as one of the reasons
why recruitment hasn’t been too painful.
“We don’t restrict ourselves to recruiting
only thosewith sector experience: we
want to bring a breadth of experience
to support diverse thinking,” she says.
“Themost challenging part of hiring

the right person for the role is
their approach to the people
profession.Theworld of work
is changing at a rapid pace
andHRprofessionals are still
taking a traditional approach,
which is not always fit for
purpose in hyper-growth,
agile organisations.”

“We reduce the level
of fresh thinking in

organisations and the breadth of talent
available whenever we default to only

idea of a departmental journeywith clear
goals and direction,” she says.

It’s an approach thatKaren Saunders,
an interim chief people officerwho
recently finished an assignment in the
higher education sector, also takes. Like
Hulme, she found recruiting an almost
entirely fresh people team a challenge,
and also focused on offering candidates a
full picture of the people strategy: “Time
consuming, yes, but beneficial in terms of
getting people productivemuch earlier.”

But howdoes thatmatch upwith the
need for speed?Hulme has experienced
poor recruitment processes where
candidates have been offered roles out
of desperation. “You can’t do this inHR:
you have to be sure and take the time
you need,” she says. “That doesn’tmean a
quick decision can’t bemade, but youneed
to have strong recruitmentmechanisms
in place to ‘test’ the candidate.”

Hallett believes it’s about finding
a balance between speed and human
connection – somethingmany hiring
managers and candidates will have been
sorelymissing sinceMarch 2020.He
also advisesmaking judicious use of
psychometrics tools: “If you understand
people’s natural preferences and traits,
you can compare them against the
requirements of the role and have a higher
quality discussion. It’s a goodway of
ensuring a 50/50 approach – asmuch
about the candidate understanding if
the role is right for them.”

When it comes to reaching top
talent, having a strong employer brand
ismore important than ever, says Sarah
Dewar, CPOatConcernGroup. “We
have done a lot in the past year to
show our employer brand, values and
commitment to our people externally,
which has led to increased interest from
people who are keen towork
in an organisationwhere the
people function is valued,”
she says. “You need to stand
out as a forward-thinking
and dynamic function. Show
potential candidates how you
invest in people.”

Sorrel has noticed a
decline in the number of
candidates applying for roles
through traditional job adverts, while
Saunders tried “every type of recruitment
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“Peopleare
keentoworkin
anorganisation
wherethe
peoplefunction
isvalued”

HOWTOMAKE
HRRECRUITMENT
ABREEZE
Louise Sorrell, business director
for HR at Badenoch + Clark, offers
top tips for hassle-free hiring

● Ensure you can act quickly with your
recruitment processes. Review your current
process and keep it to two or three stages.

● Avoid using multiple agencies at once and
meet good candidates as they apply, rather

than waiting for a closing date.

● Ensure your onboarding
process is engaging

(especially for those
working remotely) and
maintain contact with
candidates between the
offer/acceptance stage
and start date.

● Review current pay and
benefits and compare with

your competitors. This is often
a deciding factor when candidates

are making a decision on multiple offers.

● Sell your career progression opportunities
and internal and global mobility options at
interview stage, as many candidates feel the
pandemic had an impact on their career
development. Sell the organisation, your
culture and your values at interview stage as
well – if you have a great culture, it could make
the difference between a candidate choosing
a higher-paid role over yours.

● Choose your best brand ambassadors to
interview – those who are able to engage and
articulate your employer proposition with
enthusiasm. More than ever, recruitment is a
two-way process and employers need to sell
themselves just as much as candidates if they
want to attract the very best talent.

● Ensure your employees feel part of a
shared identity. You can differentiate yourself
in a candidate-short market by making sure
your employees feel recognised and valued
and that their wellbeing is supported.

● Be more open-minded when shortlisting.
Can you consider candidates with no HR
experience for junior roles? Does the role
demand someone who already has their
CIPD Level 7 or can you offer this as part
of the benefits? Can you consider someone
more senior who is looking for a better
work-life balance or from a different part
of the business who can transfer their
commercial skills into HR?

than waiting for a closing date.

● Ensure your onboarding 
process is engaging 

(especially for those 

● 
benefi ts and compare with 

your competitors. This is often 
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“Thereisafar
biggermarket
forentry-level
rolesifwedon’t
demandprior
experience”

HR recruitment

hiring people with sector experience,”
agreesD’Souza. “There is value in sector
knowledge, but it is only part ofmost
roles. It is given toomuchweighting.”

Taking the experience debate one
step further, is it evenworth questioning
whether your next hire needs anyHR
experience at all, particularly for junior
roles?HelenAsher, director of people
and culture at environmental planning
consultancy LUC, passionately believes
not. “With the exception of recruitment
roles, I’ve always tried to bring in people
whowant to start a career inHRbut
have been hitting a brickwall of not
having any experience,” she says. “I still
rememberwhat it’s like – having started
myworking life in retail and admin.”

“There is undoubtedly a far bigger
market for entry-level roles if we don’t
demand prior experience, and good
candidates can be attracted through
inexpensive direct advertising on generic
jobs boards,” she points out, adding:
“I suspect the obsessionwith previous
experience has contributed to the barriers
to diversity in our profession.”

It’s something Lubanzu has
experienced. Years before the eight-
round interview debacle, shemoved into
HR from a commercial role at a large
financial services organisation. It was an
experience that was anything but easy,
and something she thinks has a lot to do
with being a Blackwoman. “I’dmeet
all the benchmarking and still get told
I didn’t fit,” she recalls. “One time, I was
the only person to apply and I still didn’t
get the job. I was told I was a ‘risk’. From a
diversity perspective, it’s shockingly hard
to get intoHR.Wedon’t practise what
we preach.” It’s a damning indictment
of a profession supposed to champion
inclusion and diversity, and something
people professionals need to keep inmind
whenmaking recruitment decisions.

Greater responsibilities, accelerated
business transformation, a challenging
recruitmentmarket: inmanyways the
current landscape forHR is the perfect
storm. But that doesn’tmean people
leaders can take their eye off the ball of
what ‘great’ looks like in recruitment. As
D’Souza puts it: “We knowbetter.We
are the experts inwhat is better, so we
should commit to delivering better.”
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A good start in HR

The pandemic has not
been kind to anyone, but
in terms of employment
prospects, young people
have been hit particularly

hard. A 2020 survey by the Sutton
Trust found three in five (61 per
cent) businesses had cancelled work
experience placements, with a further
two in five (39 per cent) graduate
employers saying they expected to
hire fewer, or even no, graduates
over the next 12 months.There were
166,000 fewer young people in work
in June 2021 compared to March
2020, and according to CIPD research,
43 per cent of young people feel the
pandemic has harmed their long-term
career prospects.

It’s been just as challenging for those
hoping to launch a career in HR.
Giulia Falconeri graduated from her
postgraduate degree in HRM in the
summer of 2020. “I thought companies
would never hire again,” she recalls.
“I was getting interviews, but I never
got jobs because they said I didn’t have
as much experience as other candidates.
It was disappointing, as I had invested
so much in getting my master’s.”
Falconeri has since secured an HR

advisor role, but her experience shows
how timely it is for the HR profession
to examine how it approaches early
careers among its own. How can
we offer the best experiences to
those starting out, whether they’re
just beginning their careers or

joining the profession later in life?
People Management has spoken to
employers, experts and early career
professionals to compile this guide.

Routes into HR
There are various routes into the
profession, says CIPDmembership
director David D’Souza: “The
first, and most obvious option, is
a range of qualifications supported
by your professional body – CIPD
qualifications have recently been
updated to ensure their relevance and
credibility. Other options include
graduate development programmes,
apprenticeships, internships and
organisations that might hire directly
into entry-level roles.”

Getting a foot in the people profession’s door is rarely child’s play, but
employers that invest in practitioners early on stand to reap the benefits

WORDS KATIE JACOBS



“Whilepayand
progression
areimportant,
peoplenewto
HRwanttohave
animpact”

Level 3 apprenticeships
offer structured entry-level
routes into the profession and
allow new starters to ‘learn
as they earn’. Dean Corbett,
chief people officer at Avado,
says apprentices are often able
to progress more quickly:
“We see that they are fully
ingrained in the company
culture and are able to pick
up activities much quicker
than those from alternative
education routes.”
It’s something Emma

Dunning, people director at
WilliamMartin Compliance,
experienced herself, coming
into HR as an apprentice and
progressing through the ranks
to land her current position. “I’m
a huge advocate of apprenticeships,”
she says. “They give you a great
opportunity to gain key qualifications,
while getting years of hands-on
experience under your belt. I had a
headstart compared to more traditional
routes, as I had the experience on my
CV, alongside the qualifications.”
Lauren Routledge, people manager

at Lewco Holdings, is currently
undertaking an apprenticeship.
“Gaining on-the-job experience backed
up by research and assessments gives
you a rounded view of the subject and
the opportunity to look at how your
learning is implemented
into a business
environment,” she says.
If you’re interested in

setting up an apprenticeship
programme, Corbett advises
first engaging with your
people to understand what
skills are required, then
reaching out to learning
providers to find out what
apprenticeships will best support your

organisational strategy.
When it comes to graduate
programmes, the content
of learning is evolving to
keep up with the changing
world of work, says Emma
Parry, professor of HRM
at Cranfield School
of Management. “As
technology evolves, so do

James
Frost is about to

embark on a graduate
HR scheme at a large construction
firm. He describes his experience of
graduate recruitment as “variable”.
Out of the 16 organisations he engaged
with, he only received feedback from
two. “You can’t be successful in all of
them, but you need to hear what you
did well, less well and an outcome,” he
says, adding that he still hasn’t heard
anything from an assessment centre
day he attended in November.
When it came to deciding which

job to accept, he was attracted by how
his new employer brought its values
and culture to life. “They were able
to give clear examples of howHR
cascades those values throughout the
organisation, which made it real, not
just words,” he says.
When Falconeri was job

hunting, she was looking for an
organisation with a great reputation,
international presence and high
employee satisfaction levels. “It was
most important to find a job in an
organisation where employees feel
valued and where employers invest
in developing their internal talent,”
she explains.

the needs of
HR students,
from needing to
understand basic HR information
systems to the application of emerging
approaches such as machine learning
and AI.The level at which HR
professionals are expected to operate
has changed. Qualifications need to

equip practitioners with the
ability to understand the
business and include aspects
such as finance.”

Finding talent
Where candidate attraction
at this level is concerned,
a focus on meaning
and purpose is critical.
According to CIPD

research involving students, the main
reason for being attracted to a career in
the people profession is the ability to
make a positive difference to working
lives. Parry has noticed similar:
“There is much more of a desire to do
something meaningful. While pay and
progression are obviously important,
particularly in the early stages, people
new to the HR profession also want
to understand how they can have an
impact in the organisation.”

Pairingnewstarterswitha
peermentorcanbe invaluable
during their firstmonths in role

36 peoplemanagement.co.uk



Both Frost and Falconeri urge
employers to consider how they can
open doors to those without work
experience. “Not having HR-specific
experience is a big barrier,” says Frost,
who encountered this himself when he
first graduated, but was lucky enough
to get a job in a recruitment firm to
boost his CV. “It can be a problem for
those who don’t have access to work
experience opportunities. People might
have the skillset and personality, but
not the opportunity.”
It’s also worth considering how

someone from a non-HR background
might be a great addition to your team.
Kiran Grewal recently entered the
profession as an HR advisor, moving
from a career in social work. “[Those
from different fields] bring
another perspective and
transferable skills that can
improve an organisation’s
processes,” she says. “My
previous career meant when
I worked on a wellbeing page,
I was able to bring new ideas
such as considerations for
debt management, honour-
based violence, homelessness
and domestic abuse.”

Getting on
Once you’ve hired someone,
development opportunities are key
to enable them to add value fast and
to retain them in a competitive talent
market. L&D should be part of the
induction process, believes Robert
Rees, head of L&D at people services
provider Rocko. “The compliance
elements of induction learning are
important, but so is the ‘how’,” he says.
“The skills of the newHR professional
enable them to get things done –
collaboration, communication and
project management. We should focus
on supporting the development of these
skills, as it will push the performance
and potential of the professional
upwards, impacting the organisation
in a positive way.”
With much work still taking place

virtually, it’s more important than ever
to build a sense of human connection
and to be intentional in helping new
starters forge strong relationships
within their team and across the wider

“Movingaway
fromfixed
career
pathsto
experimenting
isattractive”

business. Deloitte hires graduates and
apprentices at scale, including into the
people function. Resourcing director
SimonHallett says connecting people
with their peers and other supporters
is key: “We appoint a buddy: someone
else in the early stage of their career
who can explain how things work and
we connect them with their fellow
joiners to build a sense of camaraderie.”
At Rocko, pairing new starters with

a peer mentor has been invaluable.
“It provides some guidance while
allowing the new person to be in the
driving seat,” says Rees. “As they grow,
this mentoring relationship tends
to organically move to a coaching
or colleague relationship.” Falconeri
echoes the importance of this kind

of support: “The learning
opportunities I find
most useful are those
situations that go outside
and above my level, where
I can learn frommore
experienced colleagues.”
If a junior member

of staff is undertaking
qualifications, you’ll
need to support that

learning. Routledge says embedding
“uninterrupted time” for online
learning has been vital. Corbett adds
that companies that benefit the most
from apprenticeships are those that
“support and encourage their learners
from start to finish. Ensuring learners
are given the time needed to excel is a
priority, and you reap the benefits in
the long run,” he says.
Helping your new potential HR stars

to see how their role contributes to the
wider organisation is also key, advises
Parry, thinking about how starter jobs
can be tweaked to move away from
compliance and administration, and
instead offer opportunities to develop
their skills for the future. “People
want more flexibility, so moving away
from very fixed career paths to those
that allow people to experiment can
be attractive,” she says. “It’s important
to allow people to gain experience
outside of HR, so they gain a broader
understanding of the business.”
✶TheCIPD’sCareerHuboffers tools formanaging your
career, including aCV toolkit, assessments ande-learning
resources. Visit theHubatbit.ly/CIPDCareerHub

A good start in HR
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Natalie Ellis, founder of Rebox HR
and author of LaunchYourHRCareer,
offers tips for those starting out

“I beganmy HR career using transferable
skills in customer service to gain an entry
level HR position. I did my Level 3 CIPD in
HR practice, followed bymy Level 5
qualification, working in an HR role
alongsidemy studies. Experience and
qualifications are equally important.
“I’ve worked in large corporate roles,

but it’s in the smaller companies where
I was presented with challenges that
many professionals might not get
the chance to experience, thinking onmy
feet and building
purposeful
relationships. I got
to experience
every part of
HR rather than
becoming
a specialist, giving
me strong
foundations and
the confidence
to createmy
company.
“When looking

for your first HR
role, never look
purely at a job title. Always read the job
description fully, look at how the advert is
positioned and see if it aligns with your
values. Being a generalist at first allows
you to experience everything, then you
can decide to specialise later.
“Get to know others outside your

department – speak to everyone as you
make your way to your desk. This helps
to gain that essential commercial
experience, as well as becoming
someone people in the business trust.
Themore you know about how
departments work together, themore
you get to know your people and the
more effective your HR support will be.
“Those entering the people profession

today are looking for more flexible
working, a better work-life balance
and a supportive and inclusive
environment. If you’re an HRmanager
hiring entry level talent, I’d look at
motivations and passions – someone
who doesn’t just want a job but who
wants to succeed in a career they are
passionate about.”

WHERETOBEGIN
YOURHRCAREER

NatalieEllis advises
thosenewtoHRtogain
general experience
before specialising
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Flexible working,
bonuses, heating bills,
salary benchmarking,
Londonweighting, exec
remuneration, gender pay
gap, fertility treatment...
All yourpayandbenefits
questionsanswered

Meet theexpert panel

Charles Cotton
Senior policy
adviser, reward
at the CIPD

David Dodd
Partner and UK
mid-market leader
at Mercer Marsh
Benefits

Eva Jesmiatka
Rewards director
at Willis Towers
Watson

Chadi Moussa
Principal consultant
and senior business
psychologist at
Peoplewise

Many firms are struggling to get their reward offer right in the wake of
Covid.We put readers’ most pressing problems to our panel of experts
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Given a large chunk of
the world’s working
practices have changed
unrecognisably in the last
two years, it’s only natural

that HR’s pay and benefits practices
should change to reflect those. But
with many organisations still grappling
with what exactly their new ‘flexible’
model looks like beyond Covid and
the demise of the five-days-a-week
commute, as well as an increasing
number of employers upping their
benefit game with family-friendly perks
like fertility treatment, and younger
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RewardQ&A
workers looking for their employer’s
reward offering to put sustainability
high on its agenda, it’s no surprise many
people professionals are unsure where to
go next. To help allay some confusion,
People Management asked our team of
reward experts to answer readers’ most
pertinent questions.

How can I work out howmuch
enhancedmaternity/paternity
pay to offer sowe can remain
competitive?

David Dodd: Interestingly, as businesses
change and transform, we are seeing
companies in certain sectors now
competing with non-traditional
competitors and needing to enhance
their benefit offering to remain
competitive – an example being a UK
bank that is competing for tech talent.
Part of this review to attract and retain
is heavily based on maternity/paternity
leave, so it’s an important consideration.
Chadi Moussa:The business case
for going above and beyond statutory
should lie somewhere between
motivating and retaining employees
and being a good employer, and
affordability. Start by reflecting on what
kind of employer you want to be and
how you can reflect this in
your people policies.

Most people now expect flexible
or remoteworking – is it still worth
offering as a ‘benefit’?

CharlesCotton: It’s important to
remember that home working doesn’t
equal flexible working and employers
should look at all forms, eg. job shares,
part-time hours and compressed hours,
to see if they could help attract and
retain talent. All employees, regardless
of whether they can work remotely in
their role or not, should benefit from
greater flexibility and choice. Flexible,
hybrid and remote working should still
be advertised as part of the overall job
offer.While many organisations are
starting to offer these arrangements
more commonly as standard, there are
some that don’t and so it’s always best
to be upfront with potential candidates
about the options that are available
Eva Jesmiatka: Flexible working
is seen as an important part of the
employee experience.The pandemic has
accelerated companies’ abilities to offer
remote and flexible working andmost
employees expect this going forward. It
can support employees with their mental
wellbeing, their ability to better balance

work and family commitments, or other
personal circumstances. Showing that
flexible working is part of the package
and is something that the employer
supports and believes in is typically
considered as a positive sign, not only
for potential future employees but also
existing employees.
CM:Thepandemic has turned flexibility
from an expectation to a demand,
and weighing up business needs and
employee contracts (physical and
psychological) when deciding on the
extent of flexibility offered is sensible.
However, policies should balance what
is practical and expected, and what the
market is doing.The risk, for example,
of allowing one executive’s personal
view about presenteeism to overshadow
the sentiment of a whole organisation is
risky business.

Morecompanies seemtobeoffering
family-friendly benefits like fertility
treatment. Is thisworthconsidering,
andhowdoweget it right?

DD:Definitely – this is a core component
of any wellbeing strategy.The recent
emergence of providers in this space
has been positive and take-up has been
strong, recognising the impact this can

have on the physical and mental
health of the workforce. In

terms of getting it right, it
would be prudent to do

due diligence on the
providers in this

space, work out
how it aligns

Family-friendlybenefits
are increasingly indemand
andcanhaveapositive
impactonstaffwellbeing





RewardQ&A
With the increase in working from
home, shouldwe be contributing
towards people’s internet and
heating bills?

CC:The cost of living is going to be a
huge issue for many employees going
forward.There is no obligation for
employers to contribute to energy bills.
However, as part of your organisation’s
financial wellbeing strategy you should
consider offering
advice and support
to employees on how
to reduce their energy
bills, which will be
helpful financially and
from an environmental
perspective.
EJ:At the start of the
pandemic, we saw a
number of companies
making one-off payments to contribute
to office equipment as a way to support
employees with setting up their home
offices. Yet we haven’t really seen any
companies making ongoing payments to
contribute to internet and utility bills in
response to the increased level of home
working. But this could likely be due
to the availability of home working tax
relief from the government.

It’s difficult for us to award
bonuses after such a difficult two
years, but we still want staff to feel
valued – what couldwedo instead?

CC: It’s important to be upfront with
your staff about your organisation’s
financial position and why bonuses
are not possible. Early and clear
communication can make a huge
difference to how people feel and react
to news like this, as well as giving people
the chance to ask any questions they
might have.Think about the non-
financial benefits you can offer, such
as flexible working, additional leave,
educational or wellbeing workshops
or social activities.
EJ:There are a range of ways in
which you can make people feel
valued, beyond paying bonuses.
Among my clients I have seen
some very successful examples of
recognition programmes that made
people feel valued at relatively low cost.

to your existing wellbeing strategy,
how it can be delivered and how it
would be communicated effectively.
CM: Jumping on a bandwagon is
dangerous. Consulting employees on
their changing needs and sensible,
data-driven benchmarking is hugely
beneficial. There are lots of reliable
sources that can offer impartial and
useful advice. None more so than
organisations who have implemented
the benefits in question. Also, surveying
suppliers on the client success stories
that they collect will help you match
the right benefits to the needs of
your people.

Some staff have askedwhether we
canpay their commuting costs now
they’re required to come into the
office three days per week. Arewe
obliged to cover this?

DD:This will depend on the contract of
employment – if this still states that the
primary place of work is the office, then
businesses would not be obliged to fund
the commute to work. If employees are
on home-based contracts, then typically
travel to an office would fall under the
travel policy and be reimbursed.This is
a challenge at the moment as the cost
effectiveness of commuting is being
challenged as there is little value in
once valuable benefits such as
season ticket loans.
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“Thecostof
livingisgoing
tobeahuge
issueformany
employees
goingforward”

Howshould organisations be
setting paybands now that
geographical differences (eg.
Londonweighting) don’tmatter as
muchandwe’re hiring peoplewho
are remote only?

CC:As the economy continues to
recover and organisations look to
recruit more, salaries based on location
could be something that is considered.
It’s unlikely that existing staff will
have their location top-up taken
away, but new staff might be offered a
salary that reflects the new realities of
remote working.The CIPD’s Reward
Management Survey found only half
(49 per cent) of companies vary pay by
geographical location, such as through
London weighting, and only 7 per cent
of those are changing pay to reflect
home working or have plans to do so.
Offering new staff a salary to reflect

remote working could potentially
have ethical and legal consequences,
especially if some jobs are done by
workers based overseas. As well as the
cost of living, pay tends to be higher in
certain UK locations, such as London
or Edinburgh, because of the kind of
jobs that tend to be located there. Pay
in these regions would only fall if these
jobs were spread more evenly across
the country, something that flexible

working may facilitate, but the
‘going rate’ for the job

is likely to remain
broadly the

same.

Covidhasencouragedmanystaff toescapecitiesandmove to thecountry,makingcommuting lessdesirableandseason ticket loans lessvaluable
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Initiatives have included things
like ‘thank you’ notes, public
recognition, gift vouchers, and an
extra day off.
CM: I would start by asking
employees what benefits they
would value. Increased flexibility,
early Friday finishes, days off on your
birthday, learning and development
opportunities are just a few examples of
free benefits that employees value.

Someemployees are (rightly)
upset at the firm’s executive
salaries, especially after the
pandemic. Howcanwe start
rectifying the hugediscrepancies?

CC:Organisations should be open
and transparent about how pay is
determined for all staff to help put CEO
pay in context, as crude comparisons
between figures is unlikely to be useful.
An organisation’s financial wellbeing
strategy should outline its commitment
to paying a fair and liveable wage and
any opportunities to share in the success
of the organisation, such as employee
shares or profit sharing. It’s worth re-
communicating this information with
your staff.

Take-up of someperksweoffer
(like cycle towork) havedroppedoff
because of the pandemic.What’s
thebestwayof reassessing
whatwe’re offering andavoiding
upsetting thepeoplewhouse them?

CC: It’s good practice to review your
benefits package regularly to ensure
the business is getting the best value
for money and you’re offering a range
of benefits to suit your staff. To get an
overview of which benefits are being
used and which would bemost valued
by your staff, you could run a survey.
This will provide an evidence base to
support any decisions to withdraw
certain benefits if they are no longer
financially viable or wanted by the
majority of your staff. Decisions to
withdraw any benefits should be clearly
communicated to your employees.
EJ:Companies need to assess which
of their benefits might have become
redundant due to the pandemic, but
also assess which benefits might see a
resurgence in uptake, nowmore people

have
started
to return to
the office again.
Taking away a benefit can be
upsetting but the actual impact often
depends on what youmight offer in
return. It can help by providing clear
communications around any changes,
such as explaining why benefits offerings
are being revisited and reinforcing that
you’re acting with your employees’ best
interests in mind and that it’s not just a
cost-cutting exercise.

We’re keen to be transparent
andput salaries on all our job
adverts, but are concerned about
highlighting discrepancies. Is this
a good idea?

CC:Displaying salary on job adverts is
good practice. It shows that you’re being
upfront, helps to reduce the risk of pay
gaps and also meets younger generations’
growing calls for openness and
transparency.There are of course some
reasons why employers might not wish
to disclose salaries, such as commercial
sensitivity and the possibility of scaring
off candidates who have a real passion
for the job. However, on balance the pros
outweigh the cons and transparency is
vitally important for businesses.
EJ:We see the pressure for greater pay
transparency increasing frommany
different angles, including through
increased legislation, expectations
from shareholders and investors but
also employees themselves. More
countries are introducing legislation that
requires employers to provide greater
transparency around pay equity. Many
companies might not be where they
want to be when it comes to their fair

pay agenda,
but it’s necessary

to take action and
define how you are going to

deliver fair pay to all employees in the
organisation. Most companies have the
intention to becomemore transparent,
but they recognise this can’t be
achieved overnight.
CM: Stop right there – prioritise
addressing those discrepancies. Pay
and benefits vary in roles that cannot
be compared like for like, for example
a senior lawyer can earn multiples
more than a junior lawyer. However,
reading that your new teammate is
being rewarded significantly better for
performing exactly the same role is a
recipe for disaster.

We’ve put initiatives in place to
reduce our gender pay gap, but of
course it’s amarathon not a sprint,
and it looks likewe’re notworking
hard enough to fix it.What else
couldwe be doing?

CC: Identifying gaps and bringing in
initiatives is a great place to start, but
what’s really important is that there
is genuine commitment from senior
leaders to address gender pay gaps
and that you clearly communicate
the reasons behind any gaps, plus the
steps you’re taking to reduce this, with
your staff and external stakeholders.
Highlighting that there are initiatives
in place and consistent reporting on
progress, including the reasons behind
failure to meet targets, can make a
huge difference in helping people to
understand the work that is going on.
The government also offers advice on
actions to close the gender pay gap,
which could be worth reviewing.

Companiesare still struggling
toaddressgenderpaygapsbut
it is important topersevereand
to report consistently
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Research by
behavioural scientists
published in the
Harvard Business
Review claims 40 per
cent of staff “feel
isolated at work”.
Feelings of being left

out (“akin to a physical
pain”) lead to serious
consequences, says the
report. Carrying out
experiments among
more than 2,000
employees, the BetterUp
researchers found that a strong
sense of belongingwas linked to
a 56 per cent increase in job
performance and
75 per cent fewer
days of absence.
Staffwere also 50
per cent less likely
to leave their employer.
Meanwhile, employees are

becoming less attached to
physical workplaces, and inmany
ways, also to each other.The
pandemic has accelerated
changes already underway in
terms of the use of video calls
and digital interaction. Remote
conversations have become the
default option, while face-to-face
meetings have become the
exception.The consequence is

that employees are less rooted in
the codes and identities provided
by a daily place of work and its
routines. And all of thismeans

that the usual to and fro of work
conversations is different.
The authors emphasise the

value ofmentoring schemes in
trying to cultivate that sense of
belonging: having team leaders
who can help their direct reports
feel included and act as a
“fair-minded ally” by sharing
stories of how they’ve copedwith
difficult workplace dynamics.
But howdoesmentoringwork
when there is a culture of

reticencewhere staff aren’t
used to speaking openly?
Building a sense of

belonging is founded on the
quality (not just quantity) of
workplace conversations.
There needs to bemore
‘conversational integrity’
among staff – skills that
equip us to be resilient and
adaptable, to appreciate the
benefits of different views
and different people.
Conversations only

improve through being a regular
– and also natural – part of
working lives.Notwhenwe are
summoned to ameeting, or into
aweekly team slot. Frequent,
open and trusting conversations
need to be part of the culture.
Digital conversations can be

superficial – instant but lacking
the ingredients that encourage
rapport, active listening and
empathy, like body language.
Common sense says that levels

of engagement andmotivation
are going to be undermined
without the essential feeling
of ‘belonging’ within a
workplace. Encouraging that
feeling doesn’t need to involve
grand strategic change, but it
does need tomean a ‘clear air’
culture of conversations.

Helping you get further
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Career path

ArranHeal
Managing
director of CMP

Masterclass

“Openconversationsneed
tobepartof theculture”

Taking it further

Howtocreateasenseofbelongingatwork
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Watch
Psychologist

Shawn Achor on how
to achievemore and be
happier at work
bit.ly/HappyWorkTED

Listen
The CIPD’s

podcastBuilding
backbetter post-
pandemicbit.ly/
BetterWorkPodcast

Read
Study results,

published in theHarvard
Business Review bit.ly/
BetterUpResearch

Buildingbelongingatworkm
eans

havingbetter-quality conve
rsations,

not justmoreof them

Research:
Majority of firms
say artificial

intelligence has
not caused a net

loss of jobs
p53
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Thebottom line is that people
need support from time to time
and, even if they don’t suffer from
badmental health, many will
have people around them that
do. It’s important to provide the
skills to deal with life, whether
that be their personal life or other
people’s. At Evolved Search, we
recommend during induction that
people share because the more
information we have, the more
we can support them, and we tell
them from the start that we have
mental health processes.

I hopea lotof employers continuewith hybridworking
from this year onwards because from a gender equality
point of view, women nowhave all this extra flexibility in
roles. I now get to takemy kids to school and pick them
up. I canwork earlier, I canwork late, and it works for the
business that I’m flexible.Theflexibility has also given
people options to apply for roles thatmight have been out
of reach for thembecause of personal circumstances.

I left school andwent straight
into a business development
apprenticeship. Later, I re-didmy
ALevels, which allowedme to
domyLevel 3 and Level 5CIPD
qualifications.However,while the
training is vital, you also need to
understand howHRdeals with
people day to day.When hiring
someone to supportme, I didn’t
just look at qualifications, I looked at
experience in the role because you
need to be able to understandwhat
HRdoes in practical terms.

In the future, I would like
to be anHRdirector, be
approachable and a forward
thinker. I read, listen to
podcasts, attendwebinars to
grow inmy role and never slow
down because it’s fast paced,
but I love that. As a company,
we try to do the best for people,
provide the best opportunities
and benefits, and it would be
great to see others say, “Evolved
Search is doing this, we should
think about doing that too”.

Oneofmybiggest achievements
was developingmy own strategy
and having people believe in it. I
dealt with imposter syndrome in
my first year, butmymanaging
director pointed out that we’ve
achievedmore than I originally
aimed for.One of the best aspects
ofHR is when you see other people
dowell and know you’ve given them
that opportunity to thrive.

Youhave to be a special kind
of person to work inHR– you
have to support people and
run projects, but also think
about business. I started on
reception and would support
transactional, adminHR
while our company worked on
the Commonwealth Games.
While speaking to people, I
enjoyed seeing how their job
impacted them and, as a result
of that work, I was offered
anHR assistant position. I
fell into the role but I knew I
wanted to have an office-based
job that was people focused.

CV

SineadHall
HeadofPeopleatEvolvedSearch

Who Iam

SineadHall startedher career atTheProtector
Group in 2009where sheworkedasa receptionist
and thenHRassistant. From there, sheworkedas
anHRofficer andsenior people advisor, before
becomingheadof people at digitalmarketing
agencyEvolvedSearch inMarch2020.Duringher
HRcareer, shehasworkedacross a rangeof sectors
including finance, social care, logistics and security.
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It’s an eye-opening title to
say the least, but to its credit,
How to Get Your Act Together:
A Judgement-free Guide
to Diversity and Inclusion
for StraightWhiteMen
does exactly what its cover
promises to deliver.
The authors (Sandhu, who

was awarded anOBE in
2019 for services to diversity
in business, andHassan,
who serves on the board
of theWomen’s Business
Collaborative) explain early
on that having been born
with inherent privilege,
straight, white men are part

of the diversity
problem faced by
businesses, but that
most also want to
be, and are, part of
the solution – they
just don’t know
what action they’re
supposed to take.
Cue 10 informative,

enlightening chapters
taking the (presumably)
straight, white male reader
on a journey, first explaining
the basic fundamentals of
understanding inclusion
and diversity, including
key terminology such as

‘intersectionality’, and
the difference between
‘equality’ and ‘equity’.
Sandhu andHassan
then go into detail
about eachminority
individually, such as
ethnic minorities,

LGBT+ people, and women,
each time explaining the
context behind that particular
group’s inclusion issues, and
why it’s important to address
them to lead positive change.
Rather than being pitched

at an organisational level,
where readers may not have
much clout,How to Get Your

Act Together refreshingly
focuses on what they can do
personally, to be an ally to
their diverse colleagues.
Coupled with thought-

provoking case studies from
straight, white, male leaders
at some of the world’s biggest
companies –many of which
detail epiphanies about
representation within their
businesses and how they
subsequently worked to fix
it – this book is obligatory
reading for anyone – straight,
white andmale or otherwise
– who wants to do better but
doesn’t knowwhere to start.

{Book}

DigitalTalent
MattAlder andMervynDinnen, KoganPage,
£17.59/£19.99e-book

In the current jobseeker-friendly labour
market, recruiting is tricky enough, but
hiring people with the right technical
skills is even harder. Stalwarts of the
talent sphere in their own rights, in this
invaluable guide, Alder and Dinnen
successfully demystify the ever-
increasing focus on digital capabilities,
and how that translates into getting the
right people through a business’s door
to enable it to navigate the increasingly
technology-rich business landscape.

{Book}

TheHRBusiness
PartnerHandbook
GlennTempleman, KoganPage,
£23.99/£21.59e-book

The role of an HR business partner
can be one of the broadest in the
profession, yet is neatly summarised
in Templeman’s comprehensive (and
surprisingly humorous) guide. From the
basics of being a reliable HRBP, such as
empathy and ethics, through
to the more advanced strategic
elements, any new or existing HR
business partner aiming to be brilliant
need look no further.

{Podcast}

DigitalHRLeaders
DavidGreen, available via all goodpodcast providers

Now boasting almost 100 episodes,
people analytics consultant,
speaker and author Green’s series
hosts conversations with senior HR
practitioners who advocate a data-
driven approach. It drops weekly and
offers insights from people leaders
at organisations such as Microsoft,
Standard Chartered Bank and Degreed,
as well as academic experts. Topics
include everything from measuring
culture change and workforce planning
to learning strategies and wellbeing.

{Book}

InclusionRevolution
DaisyAuger-Domínguez, Seal Press,
£25/£10.99e-book

Despite the murder of George Floyd in
2020 putting racial inequality on the
map like never before, many businesses
– although well-intentioned – are still
failing to tackle the problem effectively
within their own walls. From overhauling
recruitment to improving psychological
safety, Vice Media Group chief people
officer Auger-Domínguez’s no-nonsense
guide is a rallying cry for organisations
to be proactive and not reactive when
addressing institutional racial bias.

What’snew

How toGetYourActTogether
Felicity Hassan andSuki Sandhu, Penguin Business, £14.99/£9.99 e-book

Reviews

InHow to be anHR
Superstar, managingar, managing ar
director of The
HR Dept, Sandra
Porter FCIPD, offers
straightforward
guidance for each
and every generalist
HR activity, be
it recruitment,
redundancies or
putting together
a people strategy,
complete with
insights from other
people experts.

Meanwhile, in
TheNewPolitical
Capitalism, Joe
Zammit-Lucia,
founder of think tank
RADIX, explores the
influence that politics
has on business
practices, citing
political analysis and
real-life case studies,
and what businesses
can do to tackle
the growing divide
between the two.

“Straightwhite
men are part of
the diversity

problem, butmost
want to be part of
the solution”
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I startedanHRmanager
roleataneworganisation
sixmonthsago, andafter
getting toknowthe team
andrunninga few initial
engagement surveys, it’s
becomeapparent that the
companyhasquitea toxic
culture,which isperpetuated
by thoseat the top.Wehave
averyhighattrition rate,
andengagement ratesare
prettypoor.Something
needs tochangebut I don’t
knowwhere tostart.Would it
bebest forme to tackle this
internally, or should I just go
straight togettinghelp from
athirdparty?

I will start by saying you are in
a responsibleHR role that can
make a difference, so try to
tackle this internally. External
help often supports good
internal work rather than the
other way around.
To begin with, take a

step back and ask yourself

what it is you are trying to
fix: engagement, culture,
attrition, leadership, or all
of them? From this, you can
then gear your efforts towards
solving the problem(s).
Everyone wants to have
good engagement levels, and
you can get there through

good peoplemanagement.
It sounds simple, but this
covers every aspect of theHR
sphere and begins with that
first interaction somebody has
with your organisation, all the
way through to – and even
beyond –when they have left.
Leadership and

management would be
a sensible place to start.
They are already in the
organisation, likely to be
aware of the problems and
will be key to fixing them.

In theory, if people are well
managed, developed and
motivated, they are likely
to stay longer and this will
showcase itself in higher
engagement levels.Whether
they need development is a
separate question, but their
buy-in and involvement is key.

Labelling the situation a
‘toxic’ culture is something
youmay want to avoid. Good
data and evidence onwhat
the problems are will give
you credibility.With this in
mind, challenge your current
view and see where you can
findwider qualitative and
quantitative data that tells
you a story of what is going
on, then deliver thatmessage
to your senior leadership team
andwork with them to resolve
the problems.

Likemanyothers,mycompany
implementedahybridworking
arrangement sinceCovid,
wherestaffare required tobe
in theoffice twodaysaweek.
However, during thepandemic
whenwewere full-timeremote,
oneemployeemoved further
out into thecountryside–not
reallyacommutabledistance
toouroffice–andnowrefuses
to followthearrangement like
everyoneelse.He’sagood
workerandwedon’twant
to losehim,but I don’t feel it

shouldbeone rule forhimand
one forothers.Whatcan Ido?

Generally, I feel it’s important to
have flexibility within any rules
an organisation sets.We live
in such ever-changing times
that it can be impossible to get
everyone to follow one rule. A
decision tomove home, while
theymay have their own reasons
for doing so, is the responsibility
of the employee and not the
organisation. Start off by looking
at whatmattersmore: the

employee or the precedent this
could set. I would say neither:
the organisation should always
be at the heart of everything
you do. Look at the impact on
the business and don’t be afraid
to be honest with yourself if it
goes against current practice.
Then objectively look at the

role without thinking about the
person – can it be done 100 per
cent fromhome?What is your
reasoning for having this role
two days in the office?Once
you have these answers, it will
equip youwell inmanaging this
situationwith the employee.
Start off by speakingwith

themwith an openmind.

Find out the reasons behind
why theymoved andwhy
there are refusing to come in.
Depending on these answers,
you should getmore of an idea
of what you are dealingwith.
Tomanage this, it would

seem the employee should
submit a flexible working
request.This should be
considered objectively and
reasons given for accepting
or rejecting the request or
coming upwith a compromise.
On a broader point, it will

be worthmonitoring and
reviewing the current hybrid
arrangement and adapting this
where necessary.

Staffmember unwilling
tomove to hybridmodel

Yourproblems

Guest Fixer Idris
Arshad tackles
your queries
An experiencedHRprofessional,
Idris Arshad is currently a people and
inclusion partner at south-east London-
based hospice StChristopher’s. He
has previously workedwith a number
of faith-based charities, as well as
with housing and homelessness
organisations, and also lectured on a
part-time basis at LondonMetropolitan
University. Hewas recentlymentored
as part of CIPD’s AspiringHRDirector
Mentoring programme.
His replies arewritten in a personal

capacity and do not reflect the views
ofPeopleManagement or theCIPD,
nor are they a substitute for professional
legal advice. Not all queries submitted
can be answered, and personal replies
are not possible. To pose an anonymous
query, visitbit.ly/pmfixer

“Leadership andmanagement are likely to be
awareof theproblems–andkey to fixing them”

Howcan Ibegin to rectifynew
organisation’s rottenculture?

Send
us your

problems in
confidence
bit.ly/pmfixer
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JoannaBreen, Chartered
FCIPD (1) hasmoved on from
RaytheonUK, where she held
a senior HRposition for 10
years, to co-found personal
and professional development
services consultancy Breen
&Associates.
SarahSteel,MCIPD is

moving to a new role as head
of HR andOD for housing
associationHanover Scotland.
She leavesHillcrest Homes,
where shewasHRmanager.
British Airways has

appointedMichelle Lydon
(2) as its new chief people
officer. Lydon joins from
aerospace and defence firm
Qinetiq, where sheworked
for six years.
SamanthaClarke,MCIPD

has recently started her own
consultancy, Harji HR, after
leaving ventilation equipment
specialists VES, where she
worked for the past four years.
HannahPadfield (3)

recently left RoyalMail,
where shewas head of HR –

CorporateCentre, and started
at socialmobility charity
IntoUniversity as head of
people and culture.
Food and agriculture

banking firmRabobank has
appointedLisaAtkinson as
its new head of HR in theUK.
Atkinson hasworked for the
company formore than 22
years, andwasmost recently
its head of people advisory
and development.
DawnRobertson (4)

has joinedBTOSolicitors in
Edinburgh as partner in the
firm’s teamof employment
law specialists. Robertson
is an experienced tribunal
practitioner withmore than 20
years’ private, public and third
sector experience.
IT servicesmanagement

company ServiceNowhas
announced the appointment
ofKarenPavlin (5) as its chief
equity and inclusion officer.
Pavlin joins fromAccenture,
and previously spentmore
than 23 years at Xerox.

Black andWhite (B&W)
Engineering has appointed
RachelOvington, Chartered
FCIPD as its global HR
director. Ovington hasmore
than 15 years’ experience, and
was previously at KPSnacks.
StephenMoir, Chartered

CCIPD (6) has left theCity
of EdinburghCouncil, where
hewas executive director of
resources, and started as chief
executive of Cambridgeshire
CountyCouncil in February.
JacquiWoodhouse,

MCIPD has joined as area
director at ourHRpeople,
joining fromSKAOrganisation.
Woodhouse brings 23 years of
HR experience in private and
public sector organisations.
Railpen has announced

the appointment ofPaula
Brack as its new chief HR
officer. She has beenwith
the company since 2018.
The Institute of Student

Employers has appointed
Anne-MarieCampion as
its new chair.

1

3

drawsemployers in is personality, says
Rachael Knappier, director of service
atCroner (pictured).
It’s good to set out aplanofwhat you

want to achieve, so even if it takesa few
years, youcan speakwith your business
andexplainwhat it is youwant todo.
It’s also important to talk to thepeople

thatwork in your business,whether
that’s your linemanager or amentor.
Sometimes, youmight findabusiness
has soft skills trainingopportunities and
theemployeedoesn’t knowabout them.

See if there is anyone that does
a similar role andaskwhether you
can spend timewith them.Could
theybeyourmentor so youcanget
that experience? Itwill provide you
withmuchmoreconfidencewhen
moving forwardwith jobapplications.

You’ve done incredibly well to get
CIPDLevel 7; it’s an achievement you
should be really proud of and I see no
reasonwhy you can’t use that to your
advantage to go into an operational role
because it’s a strong selling point when
moving into any job. Bymentioning the
CIPDqualification, you’re showing that
what you bringwith you is experience
and a demonstration that you canwork
to a certain level.
But it’s not all about thework

experience that’s on yourCV; there’s so
muchmore to awell-rounded person
than just what we do in our day job, so
it’s important for you to remember that
and see if there are opportunities in
your spare time or weekends, such as
volunteering, whichwould help youwhen
looking tomove into another role.

Iwork in recruitmentaspartof an
HRdepartment. I got toahigh level
early inmycareer,which isa fabulous
position tobe in.However,mygoal is
tobecomeanHRbusinesspartner,
though I lackoperational experience.
I’vecompletedmyCIPDLevel 7
qualificationand Iwould love togo
intoanoperational role, but I can’t
takeastepback in termsof salary.
I don’t feel I have theexperience
necessary foranHRadvisor role,
for example. If someonegavemethe
chance Iwouldbeaquick learner, but
I’mwonderinghow Icanmakemyself
moreattractive foroperational roles.

Beconfident in your ownability and
really sell yourselfwhen it comes toa
jobapplicationbecausea lot ofwhat

The next step Wehelp you to help your career

5
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Who’smakingHRheadlines?
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People and posts

Moves
Email us
yourmoves
PMeditorial@
haymarket.com

Letus
solve your
career crisis
bit.ly/pmnextstep
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Less than a quarter (22
per cent) of firms that have
introducedAI technology
over the last five years say
that it has led to a net loss of
jobs, according to a recently
published study by the
University ofWarwick’s
Institute of Employment
Research and theUniversity
of Sussex Business School.
Academics collected data

from759 respondents via a
YouGov panel in 2018, and
found that 22 per cent of firms
that introducedAI had seen
net job destruction, where the
number of jobs lost is higher
than the number created.
It found thatAI technology

ismore likely to be disruptive
to job numbers than other
non-AI based technology:
4 per cent of respondents
that had introduced other
forms of technology in their

organisation saw net job
destruction, while 9 per cent
of those organisations saw
net job creation.
The study, which compiled

data frombusiness leaders
in organisations withmore
than 10 employees across
the private, public and

third sectors, found that
AI is 28 percentage points
more likely to be linked
with job creation than other
forms of technology, but
also 26 percentage points
more likely to be associated
with job destruction than
other technologies.

It also found that of the 81
per cent of respondents who
had introduced a formof new
technology over the past five
years (up to 2018), a quarter
(25 per cent) had introduced
AI-enabled technology; 69
per cent had introduced new
IThardware; and 59 per cent
had introduced new online
networking platforms.
DrWilHunt, research

fellow at the Institute of
Employment Research, said
the study points to the need
to focus on AI’s potential
for job creation through
labour saving and improved
productivity levels: “Future
research would do well to pay
heed to specific applications
of AI and themotivations
behind adoption as well as
the scale of job creation and
destruction effects.”
✶ bit.ly/AIJobsResearch

Research
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Thelatest
findingsfrom
thefinest
minds
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Artificial intelligencehasnotcaused lossof jobs

People who are friendly and
trustworthy aremore likely to
be picked for teams than those
who are only known for being
skillful, a study has found.
Academics atNewYork-
based BinghamtonUniversity
School ofManagement
studied 87 full-time, final-year
MBA students, and randomly
placed them into 20 teams.
Theywere assigned a project
towork on and, at the end of
term, students were asked to
form their own teams.
Researchersmeasured the

students’ human capital (their
ability to perform tasks well)

Around half of businesses are
experiencing a shortage of
workers, according to a survey
by theCentre for Economic
Performance (CEP) at the
London School of Economics
and Political Science.
Thefigures, drawn from

themonthlyConfederation
of British Industry survey,
found that a fifth of firms
are experiencing staff
retention issues, with one in
10 reporting that theUK’s
points-based immigration
system is causing labour
shortages.Most firms had
also increased their volume of

and their social capital (their
ability towork together).
Academics found that

students with high levels
of trustworthiness and
competencewere themost in
demand.However, those with
trustworthiness weremore
sought after than thosewith
high skill competency.
CynthiaMaupin, assistant

professor of organisational
behaviour and leadership,
said the findings showpeople
may sacrifice competency
in order to have a cohesive
team: “When people feel like
they can trust you, even if
you’re not necessarily the best
worker, they’re going to be
more likely towant towork
with you.”
✶ bit.ly/CompetencyStudy

Friendliness
favoured over skill
in teammates

Half of UK
firms struggling
to recruit

business sinceApril 2021, and
with risingwages reflecting
the rising average prices of
firms, the study shows that the
economy has experienced a
rebound since summer 2021.
However, the survey found

that total output and hours
worked had not yet returned
to pre-pandemic levels. It
also found nearly one in five
firms cited long-term skills
gaps as a factor in their labour
shortages, while one in seven
said lack of available staff due
to sickness or self-isolation had
caused the issues.
CEP’s JoshDeLyon said:

“Economic activity has beenon
the rise… as vaccines have been
rolled out. Yet the recovery in
theUKhas been restricted.”
✶ bit.ly/LSERecruitStudy

Thelatest
fi g frfindingsfrom
thefinest
minds

AIwas found tobemore
disruptiveof jobnumbers
thanotherkindsof technology
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TheCIPDCode ofConduct is a vital
component ofmembership. Alleged
breaches are taken very seriously, and
it’s critical we learn from these through
insight sharing, for the benefit of the
profession and to avoid repeats.
TheCode ofConduct team recently

investigated a plagiarism case.The
CIPDwasmade aware of a series of
breaches, inwhich amember repeatedly
submitted assignments that had been
copied from an online source and
claimed it as their ownwork. As a
result, thememberwas disqualified by
the centre where theywere studying a
CIPDqualification. Following this, the
member used a social network to admit
to plagiarising in discussion about their
academicmalpractice.
Furthermore, themember had given

theirmembership status on theirCV

CodeofConduct
breach:plagiarism
TheCIPD’s Code of Professional Conduct
team shares learnings from a recent case

Focus
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Posts on socialmedia platforms can
be retrieved years later andmay cause
reputational and professional damage.
At the conduct hearing, the panel

was satisfied that themember breached
the following sections of the code:
• 1.3 accept responsibility for their own
professional actions and decisions.
• 2.2 exhibit and rolemodel
professional and personal integrity and
honesty at all times.
• 3.1 always act in awaywhich supports
and upholds the reputation and values
of the profession.
• 3.2 uphold their responsibilities
as professional people towards the
wider community.
• 3.4 exhibit personal leadership as a
rolemodel formaintaining the highest
standards of ethical conduct.
✶bit.ly/CIPDCodeOfConduct

and LinkedIn profile as ‘Chartered
Member’ when theywere actually a
StudentMember.When contacted
about this, they changed the reference
to ‘AssociateMember’.TheCIPD
informed them that as the qualification
had not been completed, theywere
not permitted to use this term.
The investigation panel concluded

there was sufficient evidence of a breach
of numerous sections of the code, and
referred the case to a conduct hearing.
The conduct panel considered

sanctions and decided that themember
should be expelled from theCIPD.
Thepanel also advised themember

that rather than focusing on the
threshold of plagiarism, they should
avoid any plagiarism; and that they
should consider the known and
unknown audiences of socialmedia.

EXTRA
EXTRA

FestivalofWork2022
Secure your place at the
CIPD Festival of Work 2022,
which this year is being held
on 15-16 June at London’s
Olympia, and immerse yourself
in a world of inspiration and
discovery designed to develop
you, your people and your
business. Early bird tickets
are available until 8 April.
✶ festivalofwork.com

CIPDIrelandAwards
Join the CIPD Ireland HR
Awards 2022 , being held
on 25March at Dublin’s
Mansion House, to recognise
and celebrate outstanding
achievement in people
management and development.
The awards honour the valuable
contribution that HR and L&D
make to the success of every
organisation. Learnmore about
the finalists and book your
tickets via the website.
✶bit.ly/CIPDIrelandAwards

Soundbiteorscience?
“We need to adopt a growth
mindset.” Tune into enough
TedTalks and conferences
and you’ll hear this phrase
trumpeted like a clarion call. But
is it just a buzzword? The CIPD’s
latest podcast explores the
genuine benefits of developing
and nurturing a growthmindset.
✶cipd.co.uk/podcasts

Long-termhealthconditions
More than 15million people in
the UK live with a long-term
health condition, and the
number of people with multiple
conditions is increasing.
Government statistics estimate
that 32.5million work days
were lost in 2019-20 because of
work-related ill-health. Explore
the CIPD’s latest guide to
help youmanage and support
employees with long-term
health conditions.
✶bit.ly/CIPDLongTermHealth

Earlybird tickets
arenowavailable
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Whether you’re looking to start your
career ormove it to the next level, the
CIPDStudentConference 2022 is
designed to inspire you to take your
next step into the people profession.
This year’s conferencewelcomes

opening keynote speaker Valerie Todd
CBE fromSiemensUK&I and closing
keynote speakerOlive StrachanMBE,
author of ThePower of You, to explore
the future of the profession and
triumphing in the face of adversity.
This year’s conference tackles key

and emergingworkplace themes, from
inclusion and diversity to exploring
newways of working, helping you
to startmaking a difference towards
better work andworking lives.
CIPD studentmembers can secure

their place at the conference for free,
joining hundreds ofCIPD students
and early-career professionals from
across theUK, Ireland and beyond.
This year’s event will take place
digitally on Saturday 2April 2022.
Members can also seek tailored

career support and find personal
development and study plans via
theCareerHub.
✶bit.ly/StudentConf2022
✶bit.ly/CIPDCareerHub

CIPDStudent
Conference
2022

“CIPD student
members can

secure their place
at the conference

for free”
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Member benefit:
LearningHub
TheCIPDLearningHuboffersan
ever-changingportfolioof online
programmesandcourses toaddress
thechallenges facing thepeople
profession today, aswell as interactive
tools toput individuals incontrol of their
own learning journey.Thehubmakes it
easier thanever tomakeprofessional
developmentaday-to-day, career-long
priority thathelpsyoumaximiseboth
yourcareerpotential andyourbusiness
impact.Access to theHubandcore
learning is free formembers.
✶bit.ly/CIPDLearningHub

More than 4,500 people volunteer
for theCIPD across programmes
and branches, which servemember
communities. Going above and
beyond to champion its work,
theCIPD’s branch network of
volunteers is firmly committed
to reaching a growing number of
members at a local level; supporting
in numerousways, from running
and delivering events, hosting
committees and groups that engage
its widermembership, to running
valuablementoring schemes.
In recognition of these efforts,

theCIPD is stepping up its
commitment to champion
volunteering by growing the level
of service and support provided. It
is vital that volunteers can flourish,
feel valued and feel included.The
CIPD is working towards ‘Investing
inVolunteers’ accreditation for
branches, with the aim of enhancing
the quality of volunteer experiences.
AlexandraCarr, head of branch

community development, said:
“We are proactively improving
our connectionwith our branch
volunteers and enhancing the level
of service and the experience that
we offer them.Theprocess will also
give us an opportunity to promote
the organisation’s awareness of our
volunteers’ contribution and how
they are helping tomake theworld
of work a better place.”

Investingin
theCIPD’s
volunteers
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Business Opportunities Career Counselling

Talent Development HRConsulting

www.edisontalent.com
talent@edisonuk.com
+44 (0) 208 1339750

MANAGE STRESS
BUILD RESILIENCE
IMPROVE PERFORMANCE

TALENT

Coaching Assessment Training

The impact of people management practices

A systematic approach for reviewing
how your people management practices
impact on your business objectives.

Or contact Dr. Peter Fargus, Chartered Fellow, on 01423 566035

OurPeopleReview.com

Employability Skills Training HR and Payroll Outsourcing

Learn to Code!
Using Free Microsoft Visual
Studio download.
A practical approach to learning a much
sought-after skill in the workplace.

Includes library of code for a quick and
easy introduction to computer
programming. £4.95 a month.

eptsoft.com

Flexible
Benefits

Health &
Wellbeing

Employee
Engagement

People
Analytics

Creating
better business
outcomes
together

HR & Payroll
Outsourcing

Diversity &
Inclusion

Resourcing
Optimisation

0207 960 7769

hrsolutions@capita.co.uk

capita.com/HRsolutions

@CapitaHRS

Job Evaluation
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Theproblem
Queen bee of LA real estate
Christine Quinn leaves boutique
agency Oppenheim Group to go on
maternity leave, safe in the knowledge
that she has a job to return to. But
in her absence, her colleagues gossip
about the controversial agent, whose
toxic behaviour often causes drama.
Meanwhile, the business’s owners
recruit EmmaHernan, Quinn’s
long-term rival, who soon rallies the
entire office into a campaign to have
Quinn fired. How could HR have
stepped in to defuse the situation?

Ahigh-end estate agent is threatenedwith dismissal while onmaternity leave

CouldHRsolve...?

The solution
“If only management had dealt
with the toxic behaviour when
it first arose,” says Amanda
Arrowsmith, HR director at
ADEY Innovation (pictured).
There’s nothing to stop

employees raising issues about
colleagues on maternity leave, she
explains, but it’s essential they
aren’t related to their maternity
leave. However, when a group
of employees is complaining,
senior leaders and HRmust work
together to deal in facts.

“As the colleagues
have not raised it
with senior leaders
collectively, HR
needs to consider
this as a grievance,”

she says. “This should always
start with mediation. If it can’t
be resolved they will need to put
their complaint in writing.The
grievance will be dealt with in
one meeting and result in one
outcome, so HR needs to ensure
no one feels bullied.”
“After the investigation, if there’s

a disciplinary case, the employer
can take action,” says Arrowsmith.
“An employee on maternity leave
can still be dismissed.”
However, she adds, this case

shows the importance of dealing
with disruptive behaviour when
it occurs – leaders need to step in
long before a situation becomes
toxic, and HR should always
support and encourage this.

ChristineQuinn’s colleague
s

ralliedagainstherwhile she
was

onmaternity leave, but tens
ions

couldhavebeenaddressed
sooner
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